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The information, representations and statements contained in this publication have been prepared by the Department of Treasury, Public Utilities Office. It is provided to assist in obtaining public comment on proposed regulatory reform of the North West Interconnected System in the Pilbara region of Western Australia.

The issues discussed in this document are under consideration by the Public Utilities Office and may be modified, discarded or supplemented by other issues during the course of regulatory design.

Any views expressed in this publication are not necessarily the views of the State of Western Australia, the Western Australian Government (including the Minister for Energy), nor do they reflect any interim, firm or final position adopted by the Government in connection with the issues relevant to regulatory reform in the region. The State of Western Australia, the Minister for Energy, the Department of Treasury, and their respective officers, employees and agents:

(a) make no representation or warranty as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness or currency of the information, representations or statements in this publication (including, but not limited to, information which has been provided by third parties); and

(b) shall not be liable, in negligence or otherwise, to any person for any loss, liability or damage arising out of any act or failure to act by any person in using or relying on any information, representation or statement contained in this publication.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access Code</td>
<td>Electricity Networks Access Code 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEMO</td>
<td>Australian Energy Market Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancillary services</td>
<td>Services related to the provision of energy related service required to maintain a power system in stable operation. These services include Spinning Reserve, Frequency Control, Balancing Energy, Reserve Capacity and Black start capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing</td>
<td>Where each generator dispatches generation to match the load it is contracted to provide in each interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing energy</td>
<td>The energy provided or absorbed in an interval by a generator as the result of another generator not Balancing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black start capability</td>
<td>Sufficient small standby generation units (typically diesel generators) that can be started independently and can then be used to start/re-start one or more large (multi-MW) generating units in the absence of supply from the electricity system (because it is 'black')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covered</td>
<td>The legislative mechanisms by which a network owner is required to provide network transport services to third parties. This could be under the Access Code or other legislative mechanism such as proposed in this paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credible contingency event</td>
<td>An event affecting the power system, likely to involve the failure or removal from operational service of one or more generating units and/or transmission elements, and which is considered to be reasonably possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispatch</td>
<td>Dispatch of generation to satisfy supply obligations and/or to support secure and reliable operation of the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic dispatch</td>
<td>The outcome of generation being dispatched to deliver the lowest operating cost across an interconnected system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA</td>
<td>Economic Regulation Authority of Western Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency control</td>
<td>The online reserve of electrical generation that is capable of responding immediately to small changes in system frequency in real time. Frequency Control is the first of a suite of controls to maintain system frequency within predetermined limits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full access regulation</td>
<td>With regards to network access agreements, the form of regulation where a full access arrangement setting out terms of access, including pricing, must be submitted and approved by a regulator and in the event of dispute the arbitrator must apply the approved access arrangement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMO</td>
<td>Independent Market Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>The proposed NWIS independent system operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Handed Access Regulation</td>
<td>With regards to network access agreements, most terms of network service are open to negotiation between the network service provider and the user with the ability for binding arbitration if the parties cannot agree an outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEM</td>
<td>The National Electricity Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network / asset owner</td>
<td>The owner and maintainer of network assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network operator</td>
<td>Operates a network on behalf of the network owner – there are currently several network operators in the NWIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-credible contingency event</td>
<td>An event affecting the power system that is not a credible contingency event, for example simultaneous disruptive events such as:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWIS Rules</td>
<td>Proposed replacement for the current versions of the Technical Rules applied by Horizon Power and others (in various forms. Will incorporate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>The collective of NWIS network owners and users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve capacity</td>
<td>Installed generation capacity required to meet the maximum load on the system plus a margin to account for generation failures and variations in load forecasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinning reserve</td>
<td>The online reserve of electrical generation required to respond to credible contingencies on the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure operation</td>
<td>For any credible contingency event the power system remains stable (in synchronism, damping of power system oscillations is adequate, and voltage stability criteria are satisfied) and the frequency, voltage magnitudes, current flows, and fault levels are within defined limits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network service provider</td>
<td>An electricity network owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIS</td>
<td>South West Interconnected System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Rules</td>
<td>The standards, procedures and planning criteria governing the construction and operation of an electricity network, and the performance and technical specifications for User equipment connected to the network. There are various versions of the Technical Rules in the NWIS and there are Western Power Technical Rules applicable to the SWIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users</td>
<td>Users of the NWIS that use services provided by Network Owners, including generators, retailers and large consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEM</td>
<td>The wholesale energy market that exists in the South West of Western Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEM Rules</td>
<td>These market rules detail the roles and functions of the AEMO, System Management and other governance bodies, and guide the operation of the market</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Summary

The Pilbara region is a significant driver of Western Australia’s economic and export performance, yet the electricity infrastructure that is vital to support maintaining this key advantage is becoming increasingly fragmented, high-cost and uncompetitive.

Unlike the State’s South West, electricity infrastructure in the Pilbara region has largely evolved in an ad-hoc manner with multiple owners and operators of generation assets and loosely connected electricity networks. The North West Interconnected System (NWIS) in the Pilbara has particularly suffered from not having a formal framework to allow a secure and efficient electricity system to evolve.

The NWIS is not centrally planned or operated and has developed in an uncoordinated manner over several decades as resources and energy companies made individual investments in generation capacity and network infrastructure to meet their own needs, with Government meeting the needs of other users in the major towns of Port Hedland and Karratha through Horizon Power. As a result, there has been little potential for shared use of common electricity infrastructure to avoid wasteful duplication. This has meant that the cost of electricity supply has become very high and risks affecting the future economic development of the region.

Removing barriers to network access on the NWIS and creating an environment that facilitates increased competition will pave the way for future growth in the Pilbara region and assist with development opportunities in preparation for the next round of economic expansion.

In August 2017, the Minister for Energy announced that the Western Australian Government intends to implement a light handed regulatory regime to facilitate fair and reasonable access by third parties to the NWIS electricity network. The objective of this reform initiative is to put in place a fit for purpose regulatory framework that can deliver better outcomes for electricity consumers and assist in driving regional development in the Pilbara region.

The Public Utilities Office has been requested to prepare a detailed proposal on the design of a new regulatory framework and associated arrangements for an independent system operator for Government’s consideration by March 2018.

This paper presents a proposal by the Public Utilities Office for a new regulatory framework for the Pilbara electricity networks. It establishes 35 design elements that provides for:

- a fit-for-purpose light handed regulatory regime designed to facilitate third party access to designated electricity network assets in the NWIS, with the capability to cater for expanded application via an opt-in provision or coverage application; and
- a proposal for establishing an independent system operator to formalise this function and enhance network security, manage ancillary services and facilitate overall network coordination and planning in the region.
Light handed regulatory regime

The proposed light handed third party access regime for the NWIS takes, as a starting point, the access regime as set out in the National Gas Rules under the National Gas Law scheme relating to access to non-scheme pipelines.¹ The Public Utilities Office is proposing a third party access regime for the NWIS that consists of the following design elements for covered electricity networks.

- Pricing principles that are consistent with the outcomes of a workably competitive market to guide price setting and to provide reasonable assurance that any access pricing dispute will be successfully and cost-effectively determined;
- The requirement for a network service provider to establish, maintain and publish reference tariffs and standard access terms as a starting point for negotiations;
- Commercial negotiation as the vehicle to resolve access agreements, including applicant specific pricing; and
- Clear and binding arbitration, administered by the Economic Regulation Authority, should negotiations reach an impasse.

The proposed third party access regime provides for network access in the NWIS to be based on a ‘market carriage’ regime, with generators connected at commencement of the scheme to be grandfathered with existing access terms and conditions, and with new generators or expanded capacity of existing generators to be allowed access on a (potentially) constrained basis.

Under the proposal, covered networks’ regulated activities and functions would need to be separated from their non-regulated activities and functions.

It is proposed that the Horizon Power and Alinta Energy networks will initially be covered by the new network access regime. Applicants for network access may seek coverage of other networks and the Minister for Energy would assess these applications using the same criteria as the current Electricity Networks Access Code 2004 (Access Code) coverage test. At the same time, the Minister will also decide whether to adopt the Access Code (i.e. a full regulation regime) or the proposed NWIS light handed access regulation regime for those networks.

The proposed regulatory framework also allows other electricity networks in the region to choose to opt-in to be covered by the third party access regime.

Independent System Operator

The Public Utilities Office is proposing the introduction of an independent system operator (ISO) with the overarching objective of improving the effectiveness and efficiency of system operations and system development.

The primary objectives of the ISO will be to improve system security and reliability and, through the independence and stability of the regime, to facilitate efficient operation of and investment in the NWIS.

¹ Part 23, Division 1, rule 546 of the National Gas Rules. Version 36.
The key features of the proposed ISO upon commencement would be as follows:

- The ISO should be a stand-alone entity (i.e. not a ring-fenced operator).
  - The Public Utilities Office proposes to formally approach the Australian Energy Market Operator to take on this role.
- The ISO’s scope of operations should encompass the entire NWIS.
- The ISO must not disclose commercially sensitive information.
- The ISO should be immune from any damages claims.
- The ISO should function in accordance with newly created ‘NWIS Rules’.
  - The NWIS Rules to be developed in conjunction with NWIS participants and prior to ISO commencement and should be based on the current versions of Technical Rules applied in the NWIS by various entities.
- The ISO should be governed by an independent board.
- The ISO should undertake planning, scheduling and limited dispatch functions.
- The ISO should manage provision of ancillary services, including procurement of frequency control, balancing and settlements, spinning reserve, reserve capacity and black start capability.
- The ISO should provide the network services limited to network coordination, network connection and access and produce ‘statement of opportunity’ documents.

The ISO should have the necessary powers to undertake its designated responsibilities, including access to necessary system information. The ISO will also need to recover its operating costs from NWIS participants according to an equitable cost recovery methodology.

The proposed governance structure and functions for the ISO is summarised in the schematic below.
1. Purpose of this paper

This Design Consultation Paper is part of the stakeholder consultation the Public Utilities Office is undertaking in developing its advice to Government about the design of the new regulatory framework for the NWIS.

This paper builds upon stakeholder consultation undertaken by the Public Utilities Office during late 2017 including consultation with a Stakeholder Reference Group made up of key industry participants and submissions made to the Issues Paper that was released on 14 November 2017.²

This Design Consultation Paper presents the regulatory framework being proposed by the Public Utilities Office for the purposes of consultation with stakeholders. It does not present the final advice to be provided by the Public Utilities Office to Government in March 2018.

An indicative timeframe for implementing the proposed regulatory framework following Government consideration of the proposal in March 2018 is provided below in Table 1. It should be noted that activities and timeframes provided for implementation in Phase 1 and Phase 2 will be subject to Government’s decision on the proposed framework.

Table 1: NWIS regulatory reform implementation timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milestone/activity</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government consideration of proposed design of the regulatory framework</td>
<td>March 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and implementation plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implementation – Phase 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent System Operator due diligence process</td>
<td>April 2018 – July 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative Drafting</td>
<td>April 2018 – July 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various workstreams to prepare Rules, Codes, Guidelines etc. with</td>
<td>April 2018 – December 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stakeholder working groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislation introduced in Parliament</td>
<td>August 2018 – December 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Transition Plan</td>
<td>August 2018 – December 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implementation – Phase 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute transition plan</td>
<td>January 2019 – June 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder Engagement</td>
<td>January 2019 – June 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New regime commencement</td>
<td>July 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory post implementation review</td>
<td>July 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² “Improving access to, and operation of, the Pilbara electricity network – the North West Interconnected System - Issues Paper” Department of Treasury | Public Utilities Office 14 November 2017.
1.1 Making a submission

The Public Utilities Office invites written submissions on this Design Consultation Paper. Submissions must be provided to the Department of Treasury, Public Utilities Office, by 2:00pm (WST) on 9 March 2018.

Electronic copies of submissions are preferred and should be emailed to PUOsubmissions@treasury.wa.gov.au.

Alternatively, submissions can be sent to:

Attn: Noel Ryan
Acting Director, Energy Networks
Public Utilities Office
Department of Treasury
Locked Bag 11
Cloisters Square WA 6850

In the interests of transparency and to promote informed discussion, submissions will be made publicly available, unless the submitter requests otherwise. Accordingly, stakeholders should clearly specify if information they provide is confidential, and, where possible should separate confidential information from non-confidential information.

Any claim for confidentiality should be clearly noted on the front page of the submission and the relevant section(s) of the submission should be marked as confidential, so the remainder of the document can be made publicly available. Where a submitter claims confidentiality over only part of a submission, it would be appreciated if a complete version and redacted version of the submission could be provided.

Persons making any claim for confidentiality should familiarise themselves with the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act 1992 (WA), which imposes obligations on the Department of Treasury in respect to the release of documents.

Submissions will be available for public review on the Department of Treasury’s website at www.treasury.wa.gov.au.

Contact information, other than the submitter’s name and organisation (where applicable) will not be published.

All enquiries may be directed to:

Noel Ryan
Acting Director, Energy Networks
Department of Treasury, Public Utilities Office
(08) 6551 4668
Noel.Ryan@treasury.wa.gov.au
2. Proposed third party access framework

The proposed design of a light handed third party access regime in the NWIS is based on the objectives and design criteria as described in section 2.1 below. It has taken into account the findings of previous studies, responses by stakeholders to the Issues Paper, the Minister for Energy’s recent final decision on the Alinta Energy’s coverage application, the current Access Code requirements and consultation with stakeholders.

The Public Utilities Office is proposing a light handed third party access regime that takes, as a starting point, the access regime as set out in the National Gas Rules under the National Gas Law scheme relating to access to non-scheme pipelines.\(^3\)

The proposed third party access framework includes:

- a framework for access pricing, including pricing principles to guide price setting and that the arbitrator must have regard to when determining access disputes, and which are consistent with the outcomes of a workably competitive market;
- a process for access requests and negotiations;
- connection and network access policies;
- requirements for the publication and exchange of information to facilitate timely and effective commercial negotiations for access to covered networks; and
- a commercially-orientated binding arbitration process to resolve access disputes in a cost-effective and efficient manner.

The access framework is the key element of the broader regulatory framework proposed for third party access to the NWIS. As illustrated in Figure 1, the framework includes coverage, structural and market arrangements, as well as transition arrangements.

---

\(^3\) Part 23, Division 1, rule 546 of the National Gas Rules. Version 36.
2.1 Access framework objectives and design criteria

The objective of introducing third party access through a light handed regulatory framework for the NWIS is to provide a more effective and efficient alternative to the current regulatory framework in the Electricity Networks Access Code 2004 (Access Code).

In developing the proposed NWIS access framework, the following design criteria have been adopted:

- clear delineation of connection, access, network development and operational rights and responsibilities between network owners, current and intending connected parties and the proposed ISO;
- allowing generators currently contracted to specific loads and supplying them through NWIS networks, to maintain existing supply terms and conditions;
- a pro-competitive bias that provides a level playing field for new entrant generators to connect and supply their own or third-party loads and minimises the extent to which network owners can use their network service role to favour their own generation or supplies to customers; and
- a bias in favour of low-cost regulatory requirements that do not impose a regulatory burden on networks in advance of and disproportionate to any reasonable network connection and access requirements.

2.2 Coverage

A key issue for the development of a light handed third party access regime in the NWIS is the assessment of which assets should be “covered” by the access regime.
Options of coverage for network access span a continuum ranging from Horizon Power’s assets through to all interconnected network assets in the Pilbara. This review has not considered non-interconnected network assets in the Pilbara, but as suggested in some submissions, these assets could be considered for coverage in the future.

The coverage criteria for facilitating third party access to electricity networks in Western Australia are set out in Chapter 3 of the Access Code. The Access Code contemplates arrangements where electricity networks may be initially or subsequently "covered". Coverage of an electricity network triggers an ongoing obligation on the network operator to have an access arrangement in place for third party access that is approved by the Economic Regulation Authority (ERA) in accordance with the regulatory requirements in the Access Code.

Under the Access Code, a covered network provides one or more “covered services”, defined as follows:

- **covered service** means a service in relation to the transportation of electricity provided by means of a covered network, including:
  1. a connection service; or
  2. an entry service or exit service; or
  3. a network use of system service; or
  4. a common service; or
  5. a service ancillary to a service listed in paragraphs (a) to (d) above but does not include an excluded service.4

Western Power’s SWIS network is the only covered network under the Access Code. The Minister published a final decision on 2 February 2018 to cover Horizon Power’s NWIS network in response to the coverage by Alinta Energy under the Access Code. However, coverage of Horizon Power’s network will not commence until 1 January 2020.

### 2.2.1 Coverage at commencement of the new access regime

To realise the full benefits of an open access regime in the NWIS, an option is for all interconnected networks in the NWIS to be covered at commencement. The full benefits of such an open access regime in the NWIS would include:

- enabling a competitive retail market that would be expected to result in lower prices for electricity consumers;
- more efficient capital investment resulting from improved coordination of network development and greater utilisation of existing network assets;
- the ability for smaller mining and industrial loads to connect to lower cost centralised generation; and
- the ability of new renewable generators to add to the supply mix, taking advantage of abundant renewable resources in the region.

---

The potential benefits of widespread competition in the region were noted by many stakeholders in their responses to the Issues Paper. For example, ATCO Australia in its submission stated that:

ATCO Australia believes strongly that competitive retail markets deliver real benefits for consumers and the broader economy. The introduction of competition in the retail gas market in Western Australia has delivered substantially lower gas prices for consumers, with some retailers offering discounts as high as 35 per cent off regulated gas usage charges (retail gas prices are subject to a regulated price cap in Western Australia).

Similarly, ATCO Australia expects that retail competition in the Pilbara electricity market would also deliver real benefits for consumers, including lower prices and more innovative energy products and services. Retail competition would also deliver economy-wide benefits by incentivising efficiency improvements across the Pilbara electricity supply chain.5

Horizon Power also stated the benefits of coverage applying to all interconnected networks in the NWIS, as follows:

Limiting competition and restricting access to Horizon Power’s network would be detrimental to current and future energy users in the Pilbara. It would limit their ability to assess their options and determine the best energy provider to suit their needs. This would commercially disadvantage those customers as they may still be required to participate in a monopolistic market or be required to install costly non-interconnected generation. Allowing access to Horizon Power’s network only enables the incremental benefit for incumbent energy providers without enabling a whole of Pilbara approach and benefit sharing. This approach would greatly reduce the likelihood of investment and viability of new small to mid-tier projects.

Additionally, it wouldn’t incentivise energy providers to improve service provision outside of Horizon Power’s network, which would not realise one of the key benefits associated with competition. However, a broader integrated network would enable universal access to more cost effective generation, allowing Economic Dispatch to occur on the basis of a hierarchy of the most efficient generation on the system and for greater penetration of renewables.6

The figure below illustrates the positions on coverage of stakeholders that responded to the Issues Paper.7 It is noted that the majority of stakeholders consider that coverage should include the entire NWIS Interconnected Network, however barring Horizon Power, none of the stakeholders preferring full coverage are network owners themselves in the NWIS.

---

5 ATCO Australia 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 2.
6 Horizon Power 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 21.
7 For the purposes of this paper, NWIS Coastal is defined as the coastal networks in the NWIS comprising Horizon Power, Alinta DEWAP (in Port Hedland) and BHP (in Port Hedland). The NWIS Interconnected Network is a reference to the NWIS Coastal networks, and the Rio Tinto inland network.
Figure 2: Stakeholder positions on coverage, as presented in responses to the Issues Paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horizon’s network only</th>
<th>Horizon + Alinta networks</th>
<th>Coastal networks</th>
<th>NWIS Interconnected Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alinta</td>
<td>FMG</td>
<td>Horizons*</td>
<td>Horizon**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio Tinto</td>
<td>BHP</td>
<td>Woodside</td>
<td>TransAlta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizon</td>
<td>Pilbara Development Commission</td>
<td>Town of Port Headland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shire of East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pilbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>City of Karratha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*starting point
**longer term vision

It is acknowledged that there is almost universal support for the Horizon Power interconnected network to be covered at commencement of any new light handed third party access regime in the NWIS, including support from Horizon Power itself. The submission from Alinta Energy noted that “[T]he Government should focus on the areas where the most net benefits will result from implementation of a light handed regime. Currently this is in Port Hedland and Karratha (the Horizon Network) which has the largest load by customer numbers and volume and where the savings from competition will drive the largest economic benefits.”

Stakeholders were generally of the view that limiting coverage of an access framework in the NWIS to Horizon Power would not achieve the full economic benefits of increased competition in the region. For example, TransAlta stated that “competition should be facilitated at all levels across the region, and limiting coverage and reform outcomes to only those assets owned by Horizon Power may not ultimately be in the best interests of all consumers and potentially unfair to generators connected to the Horizon Power network such as TransAlta.”

Submission from the City of Karratha also noted that:

If optimum value is to be obtained from power infrastructure throughout the Pilbara, the scope of discussions regarding NWIS needs to be expanded to include inland townships and mine sites. While moving in the right direction, the narrow emphasis that is currently placed on NWIS potentially limits the overall effectiveness of the future NWIS scheme as opportunity for holistic planning are potentially lost.

There was also support from stakeholders that coverage in the NWIS should also include the interconnected Alinta DEWAP assets in order to achieve the economic benefits of increased competition in the region. For example, BHP stated that “[A]ny new arrangements should be limited in the first instance to the network access required to support retail contestability and new entrant connections (third party access regime) on the NWIS interconnected network assets owned by Alinta and Horizon Power.”

---

9 TransAlta 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 2.
10 City of Karratha 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 1.
11 BHP 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, Q4, p 4.
An alternative view, whereby only Horizon Power is covered, was put forward by Fortescue Metals Group Ltd (Fortescue), suggesting that coverage at commencement should only apply to publicly owned networks.\textsuperscript{12}

The Public Utilities Office considers that including the Alinta DEWAP interconnected network assets at the commencement of the light handed third party access regime supports the NWIS access regime objectives and is consistent with the design criteria. Furthermore, it is considered that restricting the access regime only to the publicly-owned Horizon Power network would significantly limit achievement of the design objective and it is unlikely that other networks would choose to opt-in to the regime, if it opened their own generation or their supplied loads to competition.

While there are benefits associated with all interconnected networks in the NWIS being covered as suggested by some stakeholders, the impact on the integrated nature of mining operations of the other interconnected networks would need to be carefully considered.

Rio Tinto has stated that it sees no clear benefits for its electricity network to be covered and has highlighted the risk that coverage has the potential to significantly impact on its iron ore operations, as stated below.\textsuperscript{13} In its submission, Rio Tinto noted that:

> Introducing a third-party user onto Rio Tinto’s infrastructure will inevitably interrupt the necessary flexibility and coordination of our integrated supply chain and create inefficiencies. Our current single-user power system is characterised by flexibility, which enables Rio Tinto to respond in real time to operational variations that occur during the normal course of production activities. This dynamic management response is readily apparent from the way we structure and manage our electricity network as part of an overall integrated production system through the Operations Centre in Perth.

> ...

> We therefore do not support further interconnection of the Rio Tinto electricity network with other providers or customers on the basis that it poses a significant risk to our operations and the communities to whom we supply power.

> ...

> We consider that having to accommodate the requirements of other users on our integrated electricity network would materially constrain the flexibility which currently exists within our network’s operation and result in significant diseconomy costs that would be imposed on an integrated producer, such as Rio Tinto. These costs would likely flow through to the Western Australia economy in the form of lower royalties associated with reductions in shipped tonnes from disrupted power supplies or impacts on future expansions.

> In our view, the costs and disruptions to RTIO’s integrated operations would far outweigh any potential benefits.\textsuperscript{14}

The Public Utilities Office is of the view that there is currently insufficient evidence to support an argument for Rio Tinto’s network to be deemed included at the commencement of the light handed

\textsuperscript{12} Fortescue 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, Q4, p 4.
\textsuperscript{13} Rio Tinto 6 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, response to Q’s, p 5.
\textsuperscript{14} Rio Tinto 6 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 9.
access regime. Rio Tinto has indicated it supports the adoption of an “opt-in” arrangement for future coverage for networks not covered at commencement.

BHP has a number of smaller operations around Port Hedland in the Coastal Region which are connected to the NWIS and are provided with electricity from the Horizon Power and Alinta networks. FMG also has a small network in this region which supplies its own operations, through interconnection with the Horizon Power and Alinta DEWAP networks.

In considering whether its assets should be covered, BHP states its transmission infrastructure is not critical to achieve the desired outcomes for the access regime, and therefore should not be covered at the commencement of the NWIS regime.\textsuperscript{15}

Both BHP and FMG networks are purpose-built and currently supply only their own mining loads. Generators wishing to compete to supply the FMG or BHP loads, would only require access to Alinta’s and Horizon Power’s networks to do so. While there is a possibility that new loads could arise and which could potentially be served from the BHP or FMG networks, or that new generators may wish to connect directly to the BHP or FMG networks, these possibilities are best addressed through future coverage applications, as discussed below.

BHP’s line from Goldsworthy to Shay Gap could also reasonably be considered a ‘stand-alone’ line with a specific purpose, not tightly integrated with other networks. For the same reasons, it is considered that there is no need to cover non-interconnected (with NWIS) inland lines such as BHP’s Yandi – Newman line and Alinta Energy’s Roy Hill – Newman line. These could be subject to a future coverage test if triggered by a future application.

In order to achieve the maximum economic benefits of competition at commencement of the light handed third party access regime in the NWIS, while not jeopardising the integrated nature of the mining operations (particularly in the absence of any bona fide user applications for coverage), the Public Utilities is of the view that coverage at commencement should apply to the following interconnected networks in the Coastal Region:

- the Horizon Power interconnected network; and
- the Alinta DEWAP interconnected network.

The figure below illustrates the networks around Port Hedland that would be covered at commencement of the light handed third party access regime in the NWIS. Horizon Power’s transmission and distribution assets in Karratha (not illustrated) will also be covered.

\textsuperscript{15} BHP 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, Q4, p 4.
Design Element 1

The following interconnected networks in the Coastal Region of the NWIS will be covered at commencement of the light handed third-party access regime in the NWIS:

- the Horizon Power interconnected network; and
- the Alinta DEWAP interconnected network.

2.2.2 Future coverage test

An effective third party access regime in the NWIS must also cater for the possibility of future coverage of other networks to enable the potential benefits to be realised. This can be triggered by an application for coverage by a user seeking access to a non-covered network in the region.
The Public Utilities Office considers that the current coverage test in the Access Code is appropriate for establishing a framework for assessing future coverage. The coverage criteria in section 3.5 of the Access Code are reproduced below:  

A coverage decision must be that a network be covered if the Minister determines an affirmative answer to each of the following questions:

(a) Would access (or increased access) to covered services provided by means of the network promote a material increase in competition in at least one market (whether or not in Western Australia) other than the market for the covered services provided by means of the network?

(b) Would it be uneconomic for anyone to develop another network to provide the covered services provided by means of the network?

(c) Would access (or increased access) to the covered services provided by means of the network not be contrary to the public interest?

As is the case under National Gas Law, the coverage decision for the NWIS will include a decision on the form of regulation. The option for ‘full regulation’ is already allowed for under the Access Code; however, it will be open to the Minister for Energy, in approving coverage, to determine that the proposed light handed regime should apply to any newly-covered networks.

It is envisaged that the decision on the form of regulation will be made based on principles that are equivalent to those that are set out in National Gas Law. Assuming that the light handed option is adopted for the foundation covered networks, it is envisaged that this option is likely to also best meet the criteria for regulation of a newly covered network. However, the possibility of full regulation would not be precluded in a coverage decision and would be tested against the relevant principles.

An interconnected network in the NWIS will also have the option to “opt-in” at any time and to be a covered network in the NWIS third party access regime. This may have advantages, for example, through the limitation of liability that will be part of the declared access regime.

The proposed coverage process, including the decision on the form of regulation, is summarised in Figure 4 below.

---

17 National Gas Law, section 122 – Principles governing the making or revoking of light regulation determinations.
**Design Element 2**

Uncovered NWIS Interconnected Networks can ‘opt-in’ to the light handed regulatory regime at any time.

**Design Element 3**

Coverage will be extended in the future to networks not covered at commencement by application of the existing Access Code coverage test.

An assessment for coverage is triggered by a coverage application that must be assessed by the Minister for Energy in accordance with current coverage criteria.

If a network is found to meet the coverage criteria, then the Minister will be required to make an additional decision as to whether the network should be subject to the light handed or full regulation, using principles similar to those in the National Gas Law.
2.3 Light handed access framework

Facilitating third party access to the electricity infrastructure in the NWIS under the current Access Code involves a “Full Regulation” access arrangement process, with extensive and prescribed submission information requirements and regulatory approval processes. Getting an approved access arrangement in place can typically take two years or more from initial preparation through to the ERA’s final decision.

Given the relatively small size of the NWIS Interconnected Network, some form of “lighter handed” economic regulatory regime will be more appropriate for the specific circumstances in the region. While it is recognised that economic regulation is an effective tool for addressing issues around market power and facilitating third party access to electricity network infrastructure, the form of economic regulation that is available under the current Access Code is considered unnecessarily burdensome for the size, composition and maturity of the NWIS.

In place of the “heavier handed” form of regulation currently under the Access Code, a fit-for-purpose light handed regulatory regime can balance the need for facilitating open access to the NWIS network while minimising the regulatory burden and costs imposed on market participants.
There was widespread support for a light handed regulatory framework that materially delivers the benefits of a regulatory framework, but with less regulatory burden and associated costs. Since there is no light handed regulatory option for electricity networks within Australia, the Public Utilities Office looked to other sectors in Australia (such as gas pipelines or rail) and other jurisdictions internationally to find examples of a workable framework, noting that differences in commodity types and country-specific factors may significantly impact on the transferability of such frameworks to the NWIS and its circumstances.

In order to establish a light handed regulatory framework for third party access in the NWIS an overarching objective was established against which the framework could be measured. The following objective was as considered:

The overarching objective of the new fit-for-purpose light handed framework is to facilitate access on reasonable terms to services provided by covered networks – which for the purposes of the framework, will be taken to mean at prices and on terms and conditions that so far as practical reflect the outcomes of a workably competitive market.

The overarching objective mirrors the overarching objective from the Gas Market Reform Group’s (GMRG) June 2017 final design recommendation on its review of the Gas Pipeline Information Disclosure and Arbitration Framework of the non-scheme pipelines under the National Gas Rules.  

For the proposed light handed third party access framework for the NWIS, the Public Utilities Office has used the access framework for non-scheme pipelines in the National Gas Rules as a starting point. The GMRG recommendations addressing greater information disclosure by gas service providers and access to commercial negotiation with binding arbitration are features that the proposed NWIS light handed access regime incorporates. Notwithstanding, the Public Utilities Office will monitor any further outcomes from the GMRG review of the non-scheme pipeline information and arbitration framework for consideration in finalising the design of the NWIS light handed access regime.

At the core of the proposed light handed third party access framework is an assumption that the parties in the NWIS have sufficient economies of scale and scope and are sufficiently sophisticated to be able to negotiate fair and reasonable terms of access. While economies of scale and scope and possessing a level of sophistication may be necessary preconditions for negotiating access, they are not sufficient to ensure that negotiations will lead to fair and reasonable terms of access without some additional regulatory terms and conditions to facilitate the access negotiation process.

---

18 Gas Market Reform Group’s (GMRG) June 2017 final design recommendation on its review of the Gas Pipeline Information Disclosure and Arbitration Framework of the non-scheme pipelines under the National Gas Rules.  

19 Part 23, Division 1, rule 546 of the National Gas Rules. Version 36.
In order to meet the overarching objective, the proposed framework for the light handed regime includes:

- a framework for access pricing, including pricing principles to guide price setting and that the arbitrator must have regard to when determining access disputes;
- a process for dealing with connection and access requests;
- requirements for the publication and exchange of information to facilitate timely and effective commercial negotiations in relation to access to covered networks;
- a negotiation framework; and
- a commercially-orientated binding arbitration process to resolve access disputes in a cost-effective and efficient manner.

Each of these features are discussed in the following sections.

2.3.1 Access pricing

Of all the elements of access, perhaps the most challenging element relates to access pricing. The role (if any) of an economic regulator in the setting of network revenues or prices is one of the primary distinguishing features between fully-regulated more prescriptive pricing and light handed forms of economic regulation.

While a covered network regulated under the Access Code would necessarily be required to develop a full access application for approval by the ERA including access tariffs, a light handed third party access framework could rely on commercial negotiation between a network service provider and prospective users, with binding arbitration available in the event of a dispute.

A fully-regulated pricing approach imposes on networks the regulatory burden and associated cost of developing and obtaining regulatory approval on a full set of access tariffs, removing all such transaction costs for case-by-case access. By comparison, light handed regulation provides the opportunity for a less prescriptive approach, without the up-front burden of a propose/respond regulatory determination process, but will require some effort by the network and the access applicant to establish that access prices are reasonable, when access is sought.

In a light handed third party access framework, where the methodology to determine regulated network prices is not specified in rules or regulations, it is essential to establish pricing principles that the arbitrator must have regard to when determining access disputes. These pricing principles are designed to be consistent with the outcomes of a workably competitive market and to provide a high degree of certainty that any access pricing dispute will be successfully and cost-effectively determined.

The pricing principles provide a touchstone for the arbitrator to have regard to when making a determination on a dispute in order to promote the achievement of the light handed framework objective and the benefits of economic reform and competition.

Degree of specificity

During consultation, stakeholders offered mixed views with respect to the level of specificity required for access pricing for the light handed framework for the NWIS, with the views generally falling in one of the following three camps.
1. The network service provider prepares, and the regulator approves, a set of “reference” tariffs for the network service provider at commencement.

2. The network service provider prepares and publishes a set of reference tariffs as the starting point for negotiations with little, if any, guidance from the framework.

3. The network service provider prepares and publishes a set of reference tariffs as the starting point for negotiations with some guidance from the framework on key issues.

The continuum of pure light handed to full regulation models of access pricing and their associated features is illustrated in figure 5 below. While the regulatory impost increases as an access regime moves towards full regulation there is also a corresponding increase in the certainty both of access and the associated terms and conditions, which is important for prospective users and networks alike.

Figure 5: Continuum of access pricing models

While a “pure” light handed access pricing framework may have some attraction in terms of low regulatory costs, it may suffer from a high risk of “no decision” or lack of certainty for networks and prospective users at each contract renewal. This would be untenable if it (1) does not support efficient investment by network owners of long lived infrastructure, or (2) does not provide prospective users with medium term certainty to support investment in generation or retail infrastructure (e.g. customer management and billing systems).

Conversely, a more prescriptive access pricing framework necessarily contains a higher regulatory impost that may be excessive for the size and scale of the NWIS Interconnected Network and the currently uncertain extent to which parties may seek network access. The improved certainty of

---

20 The potential circularities in this aspect of the argument need to be noted however; a fuller regulatory regime may draw more access applications.
access and the associated terms and conditions is nevertheless attractive to prospective users and networks.

On balance, the Public Utilities Office considers that a fully-regulated prescriptive approach to network access pricing, of the form used in the SWIS and for regulated reference tariff determinations for covered gas pipelines under the National Gas Rules, would not be warranted for the NWIS.

The Public Utilities Office is proposing the adoption of a fit-for-purpose access pricing framework for the NWIS that recognises the features and limitations of the pure light handed and fuller regulatory frameworks. As is the case for Light Regulation under the national gas access framework, the covered networks would be required to establish, maintain and publish Reference Tariffs. The onus is on the network owner to ensure the Reference Tariffs comply with a set of mandated pricing principles.

Proposed pricing principles
The Public Utilities Office is proposing the following pricing principles to support the light handed third party access framework in the NWIS.

The price for access to a network service on a covered network should reflect the cost of providing that service, including a commercial rate of return that is commensurate with the prevailing conditions in the market for funds and reflects the risks the network service provider faces in providing the network service.

1. Prices are to signal the economic costs of service provision, by:
   - being subsidy free (equal to or greater than incremental costs, and less than or equal to standalone costs), except where subsidies arise from compliance with legislation and/or other regulation;
   - having regard, to the extent practicable, to the level of available service capacity; and
   - signalling, to the extent practicable, the impact of additional usage on future investment costs.

2. Provided that prices satisfy (1) above, prices should be responsive to the requirements and circumstances of stakeholders in order to:
   - discourage uneconomic bypass;
   - allow for negotiation to better reflect the economic value of services and enable stakeholders to make price/quality trade-offs or non-standard arrangements for services; and
   - where network economics warrant, and to the extent practicable, encourage investment in transmission and distribution alternatives (e.g. distributed generation or demand response) and technology innovation.

3. A covered network service provider should be provided with a reasonable opportunity to recover at least the efficient costs it incurs in:
   - providing covered network services; and
– complying with a regulatory obligation, other obligations or requirements for making a regulatory payment.

4. Regard should be had to the economic costs and risks of the potential for under and over investment by a covered network service provider in, as the case requires, a distribution system or transmission system with which the operator provides covered network services.

5. Regard should be had to the economic costs and risks of the potential for under and over utilisation of a distribution system or transmission system with which a covered network service provider provides covered network services.

6. Regard should be had to the regulatory asset base with respect to a distribution system or transmission system, with an accepted method being used for the initial valuation and for rolling forward that valuation to future years.

7. When applying the above principles to a network service that when used affects the capacity of the covered network available for other network services and is priced at a premium or a discount to the price for a firm service on the relevant covered network – the premium or discount must:
   – take into account any opportunity cost or benefit to the network service provider of providing the network service, having regard to any effect on the cost of providing firm services or the capacity of the covered network; and
   – be consistent with the price for the network service providing a reasonable contribution to joint and common costs.

8. A covered network service provider should be provided with effective incentives in order to promote economic efficiency with respect to covered network services the operator provides. The economic efficiency that should be promoted includes:
   – efficient investment in a distribution system or transmission system with which the operator provides covered network services;
   – the efficient provision of electricity network services; and
   – the efficient use of the distribution system or transmission system with which the operator provides covered network services.

9. Development of prices should be transparent, promote price stability and certainty for stakeholders, and changes to prices should have regard to the impact on stakeholders.

10. Development of prices should have regard to the impact of transaction costs on retailers, consumers and other stakeholders and should be economically equivalent across retailers.

**Pricing methodology and disclosure**

The Public Utilities Office is of the view that the onus for developing, negotiating and if need be, defending the pricing methodology at binding arbitration should be placed squarely on the network providers’ shoulders. The principle underpinning this light handed approach is one that balances the need for transparency and certainty with the commercial realities of the businesses involved. Rather than applying a prescriptive regime upfront, the proposed framework relies on the real threat of binding arbitration to enforce pricing discipline from network owners.
It is noted that access regimes for covered electricity (and gas) networks elsewhere in Australia contain various forms of pricing guidance such that access prices can be built up from an Allowable Revenue Requirement (ARR) that is based on a building block approach. In the simplest terms, this involves inputs such as:

- a Regulated Asset Base (RAB) valuation;
- a Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC);
- direct and indirect operational expenditure;
- network capital expenditure and any non-network capital expenditure that relates to provision of the service (and which is thereby rolled in to the RAB);
- depreciation; and
- tax.

The Public Utilities Office is of the view that the threat of binding arbitration obviates the need for prescription in the setting of Reference Tariffs. However, the Public Utilities Office considers that in disclosing their Reference Tariffs, the networks would need to disclose (in general terms):

1. the methodology and key assumptions used to arrive at their equivalent of an ‘Allowable Revenue’ cap; and

2. how they have allocated Allowable Revenue to usage of their network, to determine their Reference Tariffs.

**Design Element 4**

Pricing principles will be developed to guide price setting and dispute arbitration.

**Design Element 5**

The onus will be on networks to develop, negotiate and defend their pricing methodologies in accordance with the Pricing Principles.

**Design Element 6**

In setting Reference Tariffs, the covered network businesses will be required to demonstrate that (a) they meet the Pricing Principles, and (as the case may be) to attest that they have applied the pricing guidelines or (b) to otherwise describe the methodology and key assumptions they have used in developing their Reference Tariffs.

**Design Element 7**

By mutual agreement, an access applicant and the relevant network could agree on a Non-Reference Tariff.
2.3.2 Connection and access policies

Market carriage and contract carriage

The covered Australian electricity networks (in the SWIS and under the National Electricity Law framework in the Eastern States) provide access on a ‘market carriage’ basis. These arrangements are generally considered to be appropriate for integrated electricity networks. They allow for the various services provided to, and obtained from, an electricity system to be unbundled and they avoid the need to deem electricity to be ‘transferred’ between entry and exit points according to a particular path, and which is in any case an artificial construct.\(^{21,22}\)

It is considered that the NWIS access regime should be designed as a market carriage model, consistent with other Australian power systems.

Generator access

Generators need to obtain access to supply loads that are interconnected remotely through the network. This may be through a ‘gross pool’ such as exists in the National Electricity Market (NEM) or through some other form of market with ‘balancing’ arrangements such as exists in the Wholesale Electricity Market (WEM) in the SWIS, or it may simply involve matching a single injection to an offtake from the network.

The form of access refers to the terms under which access is provided: hence the terms constrained and unconstrained access. Network access cannot be guaranteed at all times, therefore the term ‘unconstrained access’ is taken to mean ‘normally unconstrained’, being defined by normal system operating conditions with a given (required) level of network security, such as N, N-1, or N-2.\(^{23}\)

Constrained access is taken to imply that generation may be constrained off when it would otherwise choose to run (or, in a market, be economically dispatched to run), or constrained on when it would otherwise not run.

Providing network access only on an unconstrained basis, requires assessment as to whether adequate ‘spare capacity’ exists and, if not, what augmentation would be required to provide ‘unconstrained access’ to a particular (codified) level of security. This tends to lead to a policy that requires a form of ‘queuing’, allocation of spare capacity and mechanisms to allow augmentations on a ‘user pays’ basis that recognises the ‘common service’ element of a network, and minimises free-rider opportunities. This form of access applies in the SWIS.

In the NEM, generator access is allowed on a constrained basis, and new and existing generators may find themselves ‘constrained’ from time to time, through the scheduling and dispatch processes.

In the Issues Paper, the Public Utilities Office proposed two guiding principles that are relevant to the form of access to be provided:

- (to) ‘respect the commercial interests and priorities of privately-owned electricity network assets in the NWIS’; and that,

---

\(^{21}\) In providing ‘open access’ the relevant networks will be providing access to inject electricity at an entry point and to draw electricity from an exit point. In describing electricity and gas network access regimes, the term ‘contract carriage’ is sometimes used to refer to point-to-point transfer arrangements, while the term ‘market carriage’ tends to be used to refer to arrangements whereby the injection of electricity into a ‘system’, and its withdrawal from the system, are dealt with individually.

\(^{22}\) The contentious identification of ‘loop flows’ in US transmission rate setting is an example of such an artificial construct, and does not enter into market carriage tariff setting.

\(^{23}\) Unconstrained access is not equivalent to ‘firm access’ – it does not imply any guarantee by or compensation liability from a network for the effects of network constraints.
‘existing contractual and other arrangements by network owners for self-use of the network infrastructure should be preserved.’

Stakeholders in their submissions have tended to go further than the above, and have proposed that the terms of existing contractual arrangements generally should be preserved, not just those relating to self-use by networks or to the commercial interests of the networks. This recognises that for the most part the NWIS networks have been developed with specific purposes in mind – namely, the supply of specific loads by specific generators. It would be inconsistent with the guiding principles for the new regime to allow access for these parties to be degraded below a level that is reasonably required and commercially contracted, and submissions have reinforced this.

The Public Utilities Office therefore proposes that the new access regime will apply to new and expanded generators in a way that does not constrain generators that exist at the commencement of the regime, other than to the extent that they might already be constrained under certain system conditions and network security levels.

In order not to inhibit competition, it is proposed that new and expanded generators should be able to obtain access on a constrained basis. That is, it should not be a requirement for any network to augment its system, in order to allow a generator to connect (or to expand its capacity). Generators may nevertheless enter into commercial agreements to fund or otherwise contribute to network or non-network investments or ongoing operational costs, to the extent that they perceive benefit in doing so (i.e. through reduced constraints).

The way in which generators will be constrained will be handled by the ISO operating under the rules for System Operations, to be developed as part of the proposed ‘NWIS Rules’.

The Public Utilities Office notes general support in submissions for the need to (a) preserve the rights of incumbents and (b) to allow constrained access, as above.

Access for loads

It is envisaged that a Technical Code for the NWIS will provide default access standards for loads. In broad terms these will:

- define security levels for general supply, e.g. to the city and towns of the region;
- maintain the reasonable and contractually committed security levels of existing loads; and
- allow for bespoke security levels for new loads, and which will allow these loads to balance their security requirements against the cost of providing for them.

In the absence of information to the contrary, it would be expected that Horizon Power’s loads will be supplied under general supply security standards, and that bespoke arrangements that require grandfathering will apply to large loads and loads on other networks.

Connection

By allowing access on a constrained basis, the connection process should require only two elements:

- provision of information and relevant plant and system analysis to define the technical requirements for the connecting generator or load; and
• specification of the requirements and commercial arrangements for the relevant network to recover the cost of constructing, maintaining and operating any connection assets that it provides.

This should be governed by processes similar to those currently prescribed in the NEM, and by Part C (Connection Applications) in Western Power’s Applications and Queuing Policy (AQP). An equivalent queuing and associated provisions in Part B of Western Power’s AQP will not be required as part of the connection process for the NWIS.

**Process governance**

In the SWIS, Western Power’s standard access agreement is the Electricity Transfer Access Contract (ETAC). This agreement combines terms of connection to the network, with electricity ‘transfer’ terms that provide for ‘access’ between generators and loads.

Operationalising constrained access is a function for the ISO and, accordingly, it is considered that the access provisions of the ETAC should be administered by the ISO. The ISO would be responsible for:

• interacting with a prospective new or expanded load or generator, to determine the extent to which the relevant network(s) can provide for them, the extent to which they may be constrained and the investment and/or operational options for relieving those constraints; and

• once connected, scheduling and dispatching the new or expanded generation or load, consistent with the Rules and, in particular, consistent with the aspects of those Rules that preserve the security and reliability of supply for parties connected at the commencement of the regime and whose terms of access are grandfathered.

The process of connection to the network would be administered by the network, including provision of the (shallow) connection assets (or specifying the requirements for those assets, where the connecting party chooses to provide them). The network would also therefore enter into the necessary commercial arrangements for Connection, Use-of-System (UOS) and any other services that the network provides.

Horizon Power has submitted that the ETAC should be administered by the ISO under the ‘ISO+’ model\(^\text{24}\) and our proposed design is consistent with Horizon Power’s submission in regard to the ‘transfer and access’ provisions. However, it is considered preferable that the connection process is handled through direct negotiation between the connection applicant and the network.

Furthermore, it is considered that the element of Horizon Power’s ISO+ model that would appear to place the ISO commercially between the network user and the network has a number of drawbacks. Two drawbacks of these aspects of Horizon Power’s proposal are the commercial transaction burden it places on the ISO, and also prudential requirements for the ISO, arising from the financial liabilities of network users.

\(^{24}\) Horizon Power 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 16.
**Design Element 8**
Network access in the NWIS will be designed as a ‘market carriage’ regime.

**Design Element 9**
Generators connected to the NWIS networks at the commencement of the new regime will continue to receive access that is unconstrained, or not constrained to a greater extent than at regime commencement. These grandfathered requirements will be codified in a set of ‘NWIS Rules’ relating to scheduling and dispatch and relating to any new connections and expansions of existing generators and loads.

**Design Element 10**
New generators or expanded capacity of existing generators will be allowed network access on a constrained basis, with such generators being appraised (without guarantee) of the likely extent of constraints and the options for relieving those constraints. Generators would be liable for the cost of any options they choose to relieve constraints.

**Design Element 11**
Loads will be provided with access at default security levels to be defined, but with provision for specific loads to request bespoke access and connection point security criteria to apply to them.

**Design Element 12**
The networks will be responsible for managing the connection process, including specifying connection asset requirements and commercial terms for the provision of such assets.

**Design Element 13**
The ISO will be responsible for dealing with the ‘electricity transfer and access’ aspects of new connections and applications for expanded capacity, including the matters described in Design Element 10. The ISO will also design any changes to scheduling and dispatch resulting from constraints to new or expanded generators, in accordance with the NWIS Rules, and will accordingly manage constrained dispatch where required.

### 2.3.3 Requirements for publication of information

In order to facilitate timely access to a covered network, and consistent with the access regime for non-scheme pipelines under the National Gas Rules, it is proposed that information must be published and maintained by the network during (or prior to the commencement of) the negotiation process.

Appendix B sets out the indicative types of information proposed to be published and maintained by the network, along with indicative timelines for the publication of the information (which is based on either regulatory reporting periods or following an application for access by a user or retailer).

In order to minimise reporting costs and associated regulatory burden for covered networks, and in order to place downward pressure on network prices, it is envisioned the information to be published draws on information that is already reported by the network where possible, noting that some additional information requirements may be unavoidable.
The final form of the information to be published is outside the scope of the draft design and need to be the subject of further stakeholder consultation prior to commencement of the third-party access arrangements.

**Design Element 14**

Information disclosure requirements will be developed as part of the NWIS access framework. These will be developed in consultation with stakeholders and will specify the information that must be published by covered networks and the timetable for publication.

### 2.3.4 Negotiation framework

In order to facilitate timely access to a covered network, the following items or activities are proposed to be undertaken by the network and or prospective users as part of the process for seeking access.

- Covered networks must develop, maintain and publish in a publicly accessible part of its website a User Access Guide.
- A prospective network user may submit an Access Request to a covered network to provide access to a network service.
- The covered network in receipt of an access request must prepare and make an Access Offer that complies with relevant rules and within the period determined.
- A prospective user who has made an access request for a network service on a covered network may, by notice to the covered network, request Negotiations in relation to any aspect of access to a network service including on whether access can be granted and the price and other terms and conditions of an access offer. Each party to the negotiations must, in requesting or providing access negotiation information, do so in a manner and at a time consistent with the duty of the party to negotiate in good faith.

A Negotiation Framework will be developed covering the items above. More detail on the likely elements of a Negotiation Framework is provided at Appendix C.

**Design Element 15**

A negotiation framework will be developed as part of the NWIS Regime, setting out requirements for each covered network to produce and publish:

- a user access guideline;
- the process for making an access request;
- the process for making access offers, and
- the process for negotiating access, pricing, and access terms and conditions.
2.3.5 Dispute resolution

Key features of the proposed dispute resolution framework of the light handed third party access framework for the NWIS are summarised below.

- The dispute resolution framework is based on the non-scheme pipeline arbitration mechanism in the National Gas Rules, modified as appropriate for any GMRG recommendations and specific circumstances of the NWIS.
- The ability for parties to negotiate access with binding arbitration as a fall-back should negotiations lead to an impasse.
- Procedures and timelines are established for the dispute resolution process.
- A scheme administrator, the ERA, is to be appointed for:
  - establishing a pool of arbitrators;
  - publication of guides, including the covered arbitration guide;
  - referring access disputes to arbitration and appointing the arbitrator;
  - correcting errors in access determinations; and
  - publishing information about access determinations.
- The ERA itself may act as the arbitrator for a dispute, or may elect to appoint an arbitrator from the established pool. The pool will be comprised of appropriately resourced, cost effective and capable bodies, with the legislative right to bind third party organisations to the outcomes of decisions.

For issues relating to the anti-competitive behaviour or other matters relating to the potential breaches of the \textit{Competition and Consumer Act 2010}, matters could be referred to the ACCC.

These features of the dispute resolution framework are outlined in Appendix D.

\textbf{Design Element 16}

A dispute resolution framework will be developed, that is clear and binding, based on the non-scheme pipeline arbitration mechanism in the National Gas Rules modified as outlined in this Design Consultation Paper for the specific circumstances of the NWIS. It will be administered by the ERA.

2.4 Structure and markets

2.4.1 Separation of regulated activities and functions

A common theme in submissions from stakeholders was the need for the separation of regulated and non-regulated activities and functions when introducing a light handed third party access framework in the NWIS.
The separation of regulated and non-regulated activities and functions (or ‘ring fencing’) can take many forms, but is fundamentally targeted to address the following two risks:

1. the risk that a regulated network service provider cross-subsidises other services with revenue earned from the provision of regulated services; and

2. the risk of a regulated network service provider favouring an affiliated entity’s services in contestable markets.

The Australian Energy Regulator recognised these risks when it recently developed its distribution ring fencing guidelines for distribution electricity networks (DNSPs) in the NEM:

The Guideline addresses two potential harms with two separate sets of obligations for DNSPs. First, the Guideline addresses the risk of a DNSP cross-subsidising other services with revenue earned from provision of distribution (and transmission) services. It does this through legal separation of the DNSP, which may only provide distribution (and transmission) services, from affiliated entities that may provide other electricity services. The legal separation obligation is supported by other obligations for the DNSP to maintain separate accounts, follow defined cost allocation methods (CAMs) and be able to report on transactions between itself and its affiliates.

Second, the Guideline addresses the risk of a DNSP favouring its own negotiated services or other distribution services, or an affiliated entity’s other electricity services, in contestable markets. The Guideline does this by imposing behavioural obligations on DNSPs, including restrictions on sharing and co-locating staff, information and on co-branding of advertising materials.

The concern over the operation of Horizon Power’s vertically integrated business and the impact this may have on competition was noted in numerous submissions. In particular, Alinta Energy stated that:

Horizon is a vertically integrated, State Government owned business. Vertical integration creates a conflict of interest because Horizon is incentivised to operate its network business in a manner that is to the advantage of its retail business and to the disadvantage of potential retail competitors. Horizon has no incentive to enter into transmission and distribution access arrangements with any third party since, to do so would enable new entrants to supply electricity to its retail customers, undermining Horizon’s monopoly position as the retailer of electricity to all customers in the NWIS region other than the large load customers that Alinta currently supplies.

Roy Hill also expressed a view that: “…there would probably need to be some ring fencing by very light touch regulation in order to introduce a framework under which Horizon Power as a vertically integrated business has at least two different business areas which cannot share information, namely its network and retail functions.

BHP suggested that “…network owner and retail functions should be segregated, and network access be facilitated via a regulatory framework overseen by an independent system operator on items relating to system security, reliability of supply and existing customer impact.”

---

27 Roy Hill 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 3.
28 BHP 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 5.
BHP further suggested that any ring fencing arrangements should be supported by appropriate reporting and audit requirements by an appropriate body such as the ERA in order to ensure compliance.29

Horizon Power noted the importance of ring fencing and pointed out that any additional ring fencing measures are likely to come at a cost. In particular, Horizon Power suggested that the additional costs and inefficiencies from it being required to ring fence would include:

- duplication of administrative resources;
- separation of information systems including access; and
- additional rental costs if physical ring fencing is required.30

**Accounting separation**

Some form of regulatory accounting separation will be required for networks covered by the new regulatory arrangements to protect against potential cross-subsidisation of covered network services from other services (e.g. the separation of retail / generation services from covered network services).

While more detail on the form of accounting separation would be required through further consultation, it is proposed that accounting separation for a covered network will, at a minimum, require a covered network service provider to maintain separate regulatory accounts, follow defined cost allocation methods (CAMs) and to report on transactions between itself and its affiliates.

**Structural or functional separation**

Some form of separation of function and relevant information is required by networks in the new regulatory arrangements to ensure they are not favouring their own services in a contestable market (such as through dispatch merit order / load shedding, by constraining access via planned outages, or using information obtained through provision of network access to advantage their retailing and generation operations).

While many of the risks of a covered network service provider favouring its own affiliated business are addressed through the establishment of an ISO, there are risks such as the sharing of information between regulated and competitive affiliates in a vertically integrated organisation that could lead to a covered network favouring its own affiliate in a competitive market (e.g. sharing of staff and co-branding.).

It is proposed that the separation of regulated and competitive activities in the NWIS is undertaken on a “fit-for-purpose” basis. This may mean that a different application of functional vs structural separation is appropriate depending on the size and scope of the covered network’s affiliated operations. As an example, it may be that vertically or horizontally integrated covered networks with a high proportion of regulated network income from the NWIS relative to retail / generation income from the NWIS should be subject to structural (or legal) separation. Conversely, functional separation may be appropriate for covered networks with a low proportion of regulatory income compared to total income on the NWIS.

---

29 BHP 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper., p 5.
On this basis, structural separation of Horizon Power’s covered network may be appropriate (unless Horizon Power is able to demonstrate existing or proposed ring fencing arrangements are sufficient to address stakeholder concerns), while limited separation of certain functions may be appropriate for the Alinta DEWAP covered network at commencement.

Design Element 17
Covered networks’ regulated activities and functions will be required to be structurally or functionally separated from their non-regulated activities and functions. Business-specific requirements will be defined, following competition analysis.

2.5 Transitional issues
Any changes to a regulatory regime requires time for affected network service providers to efficiently take action to become compliant with the requirements under the new regime. Setting tight timeframes for network service providers to become compliant can result in inefficient regulatory compliance costs. Existing contractual arrangements should also be considered in establishing implementation timeframes.

An implementation timeline will be developed taking account of these considerations.

Design Element 18
A transition plan for the new NWIS light handed access regime will allow timelines that permit network service providers to efficiently meet new obligations, and also to ensure that existing contractual positions and operating positions are suitably protected.

The Government may also choose to implement transition measures to minimise any financial implications for the State and flow on consequences. As articulated in the Minister for Energy’s Final Coverage Decision, the decision to cover Horizon Power’s NWIS Network raises a number of important policy implications for Government. Foremost among these are the policy implications that arise as a result of competition for Horizon Power’s retail business – assuming that Alinta Energy and/or other parties do ultimately take up access to the Horizon Power NWIS network (once access agreements are established) and compete for customers in the retail market.

The existing policy settings for regional electricity supply in the NWIS are based on an assumption of Horizon Power as sole supplier. These policy settings will need to be reviewed in light of coverage and its consequences, including consequences that flow as a result of adverse financial outcomes for Horizon Power.

The Government will need to review and determine the extent of the policy changes that will be needed to address a number of issues, including but not limited to:

- any adverse impact to State finances and SWIS customers if Horizon Power is unable to recover its high fixed costs;
- whether contestability thresholds may be an appropriate way to stage the development of retail market competition over time;
- whether the current policy settings for the Tariff Equalisation Contribution remain appropriate in an environment where Horizon Power would face retail market competition;
- the eligibility thresholds for customers in being able to access subsidised tariffs under the Uniform Tariff Policy if they are able to choose a competitive market retailer; and
- ensuring appropriate default retailer arrangements are in place for continued electricity supply to customers where competitive retailers enter or exit the market and the appropriate recovery of the cost of those arrangements.
3. Establishing an Independent System Operator

3.1 Issues without a formal system operator in the NWIS

3.1.1 Current arrangements

The current arrangements in the NWIS include absence of a formally-appointed central system operator with legislated powers to undertake the typical functions and activities of a system operator and recover its costs. No one party is responsible for conducting and reporting the findings of post-incident investigations either.

Horizon Power acts as a de facto system operator and absorbs the costs of doing so, including managing:

- planning and scheduling;
- emergency response coordination;
- frequency control;
- spinning reserve; and

3.1.2 Security and reliability

Whilst the performance of a small number of lines may be unsatisfactory and there are a number of constraints within the physical network infrastructure, the overall reliability of supply and the inherent security of the network in the Coastal Region is satisfactory. This is due to the following factors:

- the location of sufficient generation in the East Pilbara and West Pilbara to support continuity of supply under most circumstances;
- the extent of investment in transmission infrastructure – particularly in the East Pilbara;
- the mutually beneficial connection of Rio Tinto’s and Horizon Power’s assets in the West Pilbara – without this interconnection, the Horizon network in the West Pilbara (Cape Lambert-Karratha–Dampier) would be significantly more susceptible to security of supply risk;
- the generally cooperative approach to outage management and emergency response; and
- the investment in the Pilbara Underground Project, which has improved distribution customer reliability.

3.1.3 Inefficient costs

The current performance of the network has been achieved at a sub-optimal overall cost because:

- there is significant excess generation capacity in the NWIS Interconnected System primarily because generation assets have been installed to meet contractual obligations without consideration of the benefits of sharing generation capacity;\(^{31}\)
- the electrical infrastructure has developed in an ad hoc fashion, driven by the security and reliability concerns of individual companies;

\(^{31}\) Due to competition between resource companies and the absence of an ancillary services market.
• there is a lack of coordination of ancillary services across the network, leading to higher than necessary operating costs;

• the physical configuration of the network renders it susceptible to stability risks and fault level constraints which have required extra capital expenditure to overcome; and

• individual network elements (such as the 220kV line between the East Pilbara and West Pilbara) are relatively unreliable and require extensive preventative and reactive maintenance.

There are also apparently inefficient cost outcomes following system outages (planned and unplanned) due to:

• the informal approach to network management across the network owner/operators;

• the ex-post manner in which commercial compensation for planned and unplanned outage management is derived;

• the ‘default supplier’ role that Horizon Power has been required by Government to undertake, which in some circumstances can lead to excessive costs falling to Horizon Power;

• the lack of system-wide visibility of network status by any one operator;

• the reliance on co-operation to minimise supply disruption, with such goodwill not being guaranteed at all times due to competing commercial and operational objectives amongst network owners/operators and generation owners/operators; and

• the apparently selective implementation of system controls (such as Under Frequency Load Shedding) by some operators which can result in (a) inequitable and unnecessary costs falling to other operators, and (b) customers being unnecessarily and inequitably subject to loss of supply.

3.1.4 Risks

There are several network constraints that over time will either manifest in unacceptably high reliability and security risks and/or constrain efficient operation of the network (e.g. by restricting economically optimal power transfers between generators and loads). Unexpected generator location, configuration, or characteristics may exacerbate existing system stability and fault level issues, triggering the need for unplanned additional investment.

3.1.5 Barriers to entry

There appear to be unnecessary barriers to entry for small renewable generators due to a lack of a coordinated approach to provision of ancillary services and the apparent ambulatory nature of the Technical Rules (the relevant network operator is at liberty to change the rules).

The fact that the de facto System Operator is also the major vertically integrated utility in the region, would also be of concern to a competing generator or supplier to load customers.

32 For example, by replacing under fault-rated equipment; upgrading transformer capacity, adding overhead lines.
3.2 The solution

Establishing an Independent System Operator (ISO) for the NWIS would enable a ‘whole-of-system’ approach to the operation of the power system, outage and contingency management, procurement of ancillary services and budget management (cost allocation and recovery). Stakeholders have been generally supportive of establishing an ISO.\(^{33}\)

The issues and opportunities in the NWIS will also require the development and implementation of an agreed set of ‘NWIS Rules’\(^{34}\) that can be applied consistently and transparently to the NWIS with oversight by the ISO.

3.2.1 Benefits of ISO versus an independent system coordinator

The Public Utilities has considered whether an independent system coordinator model may be more appropriate than an ISO. The principal difference between an ISO and an independent system coordinator is a question of authority/powers.

An independent system coordinator would undertake a similar role to that currently performed by Horizon Power – it would have sufficient access to information to recommend actions to NWIS participants (i.e. generators, network owner/operators, and loads), but it would not have the power and authority to require compliance with procedures and other provisions of the (proposed) common NWIS technical rules. Conversely, as proposed, the ISO will be established under enabling legislation with powers and authority to:

- approve or withhold approval for access to the network\(^{35}\) or for planned outages\(^{36}\) (i.e. where there is an unreasonable risk to system security and/or reliability);
- instruct dispatch of generation and switching of network elements to preserve or restore system security in response to emergency conditions;
- acquire the necessary information to undertake its functions (but not to disclose commercially sensitive information);
- enter into contractual arrangements for the procurement of various services\(^{37}\) and equitably allocate costs amongst market participants; and
- enforce the NWIS Rules with appropriate disciplinary action in the event of breaches.

The benefits of establishing an ISO with adequate powers and authority include:

- existing and prospective NWIS participants can have confidence that the ISO has access to the necessary information to undertake its primary objective: “keeping the lights on”; and
- acting independently and equitably, it has the necessary authority to:
  - lawfully enforce compliance with agreed NWIS ‘technical rules’ to ensure the security and reliability of the system; and
  - ensure costs are equitably allocated amongst participants.

\(^{33}\) For example, FMG 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p. 2.

\(^{34}\) Based on the current versions of the Technical Rules applied in various contracts between NWIS counterparts and the Western Power Technical Rules (on which the NWIS versions were based).

\(^{35}\) For example, connection of new loads and generators.

\(^{36}\) For example, of network elements or generation plant.

\(^{37}\) For example, ancillary services.
To help ensure the ISO acts appropriately at all times, it will be subject to an overarching governance structure, which will include objective obligations and requirements in pre-determined NWIS technical rules’ (referred to herein as NWIS Rules’).

### 3.3 Proposed ISO framework

The framework being proposed by the Public Utilities Office for the ISO include:

- a set of guiding objectives and operating principles to assist with the development of the other elements of the framework;
- the extent of the networks covered by the ISO, noting that historically there has been explicit reluctance of network owners to cede any degree of operational control over their respective networks to another party;
- the functions & powers that the ISO could undertake, including identifying the information and powers it will require to successfully undertake its role and responsibilities;
- the structure of the ISO and governance of the ISO; and
- transition matters, noting that the recommended approach allows for the ISO to progressively assume a broader role if it is determined that there are net benefits in doing so.

The figure below provides a schematic of the proposed ISO framework and each aspect is discussed in more detail in the following sections.

---

38 That is, the proposed new NWIS Rules would not be developed by the ISO.
3.4 Design objectives and principles
In the absence of an ISO governing body (which would develop its own set of objectives and principles), interim objectives and principles have been developed to guide the design of ISO. The expectation is that the interim objectives and principles will be reviewed by the proposed ISO governing body in due course (in conjunction with key stakeholders).

3.4.1 Design objectives
Four sources were considered for developing the design objectives for the ISO, as listed below.

- The policy objective for the Pilbara electricity network to deliver efficiency.
- The National Electricity Objective (NEO), which is to:
  - ‘promote efficient investment in, and efficient operation and use of, electricity services for the long-term interests of consumers of electricity with respect to price, quality, safety, reliability, and security of supply of electricity; and the reliability, safety and security of the national electricity system.’
- The Wholesale Electricity Market Objectives, which are to:
  - ‘Promote the economically efficient, safe and reliable production and supply of electricity and electricity-related services in the SWIS.
  - Encourage competition among generators and retailers in the SWIS, including by facilitating efficient entry of new competitors.
  - Avoid discrimination in that market against particular energy options and technologies, including sustainable energy options and technologies such as those that make use of renewable resources or that reduce overall greenhouse gas emissions.
  - Minimise the long-term cost of electricity supplied to customers from the SWIS.
  - Encourage the taking of measures to manage the amount of electricity used and when it is used.’
- Feedback from stakeholders: the various responses to the Issues Paper included suggestions regarding objectives and principles relevant to the design of the ISO. The suggested objectives for the ISO include:
  - ensure the security and reliability of supply of the system;
  - efficient use of excess generating capacity;
  - alternative suppliers of ancillary services; and
  - lowest cost supply of ancillary services.

The NEO is focused on outcomes, and it:

- is consistent with the core function of system operators and NWIS stakeholders’ strong feedback that the focus of the system operator should be to “keep the lights on” – providing security and reliability of supply;
- addresses the fundamental objective of the Western Australian government (efficiency); and
is consistent with the other functions that are contemplated in the ISO design framework and that are consistent with the objectives of light handed regulation.

On this basis, the Public Utilities Office is proposing to adopt a modified version of the NEO as the guiding objective for designing the ISO framework.

### 3.4.2 Design principles

The ISO design principles have been developed that reflect (i) the proposed modified version of the NEO, (ii) the core function of a system operator (“keep the lights on”), and (iii) the current deficiencies in the NWIS and the opportunity to address them.

The Issues Paper identified the following principles relevant to the design of the ISO.

- **Safety of the network and security of existing supply arrangements** – The proposed system operation arrangements should ensure the electricity network maintains a high level of supply reliability.
- **Recognition of existing property rights** – It should respect the commercial interests and priorities of privately-owned electricity network assets in the NWIS.
- **Cooperative approach to system operation** – A new set of technical rules for managing and operating the system should be developed in collaboration with relevant stakeholders. These agreed rules and protocols must be implemented through formal process with accountability. Technical standards applied should not present a physical constraint to potential future interconnection of the NWIS, or a barrier to any particular technology type.
- **Greater transparency of energy demand and forecast requirements of the transmission network** – Increased transparency will require an agreed process for the provision of information to assist energy demand forecasting, and also public reporting on the current and future load requirements for the transmission network.

Feedback from stakeholders generally acknowledged these principles, with several stakeholders suggesting others relevant to the design of the ISO, including:

- **full independence/structural separation;**

- **efficient utilisation of NWIS resources;**

- **low cost;**

- **cost-benefit analysis as the basis for change;**

- **leveraging existing capabilities;**

- **distinguish between the responsibility for the operation of the system and the delivery of system management services;**

- **preservation of existing commercial interests and contractual arrangements;**

---

40 Alinta Energy, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 3.
41 Ibid
42 Ibid
43 ATCO, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 3.
44 Ibid
periodic review of the effectiveness of the ISO.\textsuperscript{46}

The principles in the Issues Paper and the supplementary principles proposed by various stakeholders are not mutually exclusive and some are not design principles (rather they are strategies or tactics). A consolidated set of design principles is denoted below.

**Design Element 19**

The interim objective of the NWIS ISO should be consistent with the National Electricity Objective, namely:

‘To promote efficient investment in, and efficient operation and use of, electricity services for the long-term interests of consumers of electricity with respect to price, quality, safety, reliability, and security of supply of electricity; and the reliability, safety and security of the NWIS.’

**Design Element 20**

The design principles for the ISO are:

1. the ISO’s core function is to ensure the reliability and stability of the system;
2. the ISO should act with impartiality and transparency;
3. the ISO should act to maximise overall system efficiency;
4. the cost of establishing and operating the ISO should be kept to a practical minimum;
5. proposed arrangements should consider the commercial interests and priorities of privately-owned electricity network assets in the NWIS;
6. technical standards should not present a physical constraint to potential future interconnection of the NWIS, or a barrier to any technology type; and
7. the effectiveness of the ISO should be reviewed periodically.

### 3.5 ISO Functions

#### 3.5.1 Planning, scheduling, and dispatch

**Overview**

Figure 7 below shows a functional map for integrated power system operation, with:

- typical system operator functions encompassing planning (which includes security analysis) scheduling, dispatch and security analysis;
- generators responsible for their own planning, forecasting, bidding and supply activities;
- end-users/consumers (who create the demand for the electricity) participating actively in the power system by offering interruptible load (IL) to assist with contingency management, forecasting their own requirements and what IL they can afford to offer and on what commercial and technical terms; and

\textsuperscript{46} BHP, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 7.
• network operators separately responsible for ensuring they have adequate capacity to 
meet forecast consumer requirements and performance standards, cognisant of planning 
criteria that account for planned and unplanned contingencies (outages) and generation 
configurations.

The system operator is shown in Figure 7 to be active in option planning, operational planning, 
scheduling and dispatch, spanning (approximately) two years ahead of real time through to real time.

Overall system security and reliability is typically threatened by certain unplanned single 
contingencies. Systems security can also be at a heightened level of risk with uncoordinated planned 
outages. Contingency analysis also considers very low probability, high consequence events, such 
as coincident planned and unplanned outages.

The NWIS consists of multiple network owners being supplied by a variety of generators, across 
networks that act in parallel and support each other. A lack of coordination between these parties, 
including the timing of their individual outage activities, can leave the NWIS security and reliability at 
risk.

In the NWIS, each network currently takes accountability for its own options planning, operational 
planning, and dispatch. Whilst there is generally a cooperative approach between operation control 
‘centres’ to coordinate outages and to respond proactively and reactively to emergencies (i.e. that 
threaten overall security and reliability), as noted by Horizon Power:

The existing Network Owners all have different strategies, objectives and methods to 
operate and maintain their parts of the NWIS. They also have different sets of Technical 
Rules which guide them individually. This leads to inefficient operation of the NWIS as a 
whole and presents a missed opportunity for increased efficiency in the current system.’

… Horizon Power currently sits in the middle of the Network Owners and takes on the 
proactive role of the de facto System Operator, trying to maintain the security and 
reliability of the NWIS for the benefit of all Participants.47

One of the advantages of a single, independent system operator is that it is not influenced by 
commercial or other incentives to override the rules which define system security48 and take 
excessive risk that may exist within self-managed systems.

The proposed approach is therefore to establish the ISO with, among other things, the role of 
overarching NWIS Interconnected System planner and scheduler. As discussed below, this does 
ot necessarily mean that the ISO takes over day-to-day operations of each network. Generator 
dispatch is discussed separately.

---

48 Such rules need to be established and agreed for the NWIS and will include, among other things, power system security standards.
Figure 7:  Typical functions – integrated power system operation
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Option planning/investigation (2 years ahead)

To enable the ISO to successfully manage the system in real time, it needs to plan well in advance of real time to ensure that the system is likely to be in a secure state at all times, and to be cognisant of planned changes to the system configuration (i.e. including planned and unplanned outages, new connections, and plant retirements and replacements). It needs contingency plans in place for credible and non-credible events. The advanced planning considers the long-term requirements of customers (demand), generators, and networks so that there is time to study the potential threats to system security, reliability, and efficiency.

The threats to system security and reliability are identified through contingency analysis which considers the capacity of the system to withstand scheduled and unplanned (but credible) contingencies given the forecast operating conditions (such as demand and weather conditions). Steady state and dynamic stability studies are carried out with the objective of understanding the network response to various loading and network configurations (i.e. including various types of system faults).

To undertake contingency analysis, the ISO will require access to:

- a fit-for-purpose system simulation model;
- real time power flows in selected network elements;
- load and energy forecasts; and
- outage plans (network and generation) of the various asset owners.

The ISO will need reference performance criteria, information from system participants about the networks, loads, and generators, and a comprehensive, accurate, system simulation model (among other things).

The ISO’s resources may be made available to participants to explore development options, however there are issues with commercially sensitive information that will need to be resolved in the detailed design phase.

As identified by Horizon Power:

Each Network Owner has a model of their electrical infrastructure which can be used for system studies or assessing the impacts of future connections/expansions. However, because of commercially sensitive information within the models, these models cannot be shared between Participants. Given that an interconnected network functionally operates as one unit, any changes made by one party introduces material risks to other Participants.

With the appropriate confidentiality protocols in place, the ISO is a logical entity to manage the development of a complete, robust system simulation model without compromising commercial-confidence material. Without access to an overarching system model, the ISO will not be able to undertake its core functions.

49 Primarily transmission, but increasingly distribution networks will influence system stability and security.
50 Network and generator owners will be required (obligated) to provide information to support the simulation model.
51 Horizon Power Response to Issues Paper p13
Operations planning (2 years ahead to 2 days ahead)
These are processes focused on the secure and reliable operation of existing network and generation assets and is the primary role of the ISO. The aim is to continually refine operational planning as new and/or updated information is made available. As with the higher-level Option Planning, the Operations Planning phase relies upon steady-state and dynamic stability studies (i.e. contingency analysis).

The ISO will be responsible for coordinating outages through consultation with each of the NWIS Participants. NWIS Participants would need to obtain the ISO’s approval before intentionally taking an asset offline for planned maintenance. The ISO will therefore require the power to approve or defer planned outages in consultation with the participants and should be obliged to clearly communicate its decisions and the rationale for them. These aspects will form part of the detailed design phase.

Scheduling (2 days to 2 hrs ahead of dispatch)
The specific scheduling of outages and (in capacity or energy markets) pre-dispatch scheduling of generators is progressively refined. As indicated in Figure 7, the system operator keeps reviewing possible threats to system security and the approach to ensuring efficient operation is managed by:

- coordination and assembly of load, generation forecasts and network assets and outages;
- determination of required ancillary services;
- daily constraint analysis and management; and
- confirming the schedule.

Scheduled outages may need to be cancelled within the scheduling phase due to unforeseen circumstances (such as weather changes and unplanned events).

Dispatch (real time)
The real-time responsibilities of a system operator typically include:

- generation dispatch, which could be one or more of:
  - directed dispatch (i.e. in the case of declared system emergencies, directing generators to change their output with the objective of restoring or maintaining system security); and/or
  - economic dispatch – as discussed later in this document, economic dispatch is not contemplated for the foreseeable future;
- ancillary services dispatch;
- system status monitoring and management (frequency, reserves, balancing);
- contingency management; and
- logging and reporting.

52 The National Electricity Rules has a very extensive set of obligations on AEMO, as system operator, and the network service providers and generators in particular to provide information, work cooperatively, and explain decisions, among other things.
The NWIS does not have a wholesale electricity market\(^{53}\) - each generator self-dispatches to meet its contractual obligations or it contracts with another operator to do so on its behalf. Inherently the secure and reliable dispatch of a power system must incorporate the constraints imposed by the physical characteristics of the network in stable and contingency operating states but will also incorporate the constraints imposed by contractual and grandfathered agreements.

The ISO will be responsible for ensuring that system planning, scheduling and dispatch incorporates known constraints and planned outages. However, the proposed role of the ISO with respect to generation dispatch is for it to only become involved in the following circumstances:

- where contractual arrangements with the ISO require it – for example:
  - for ancillary service provision;
  - for providing a dispatch service;\(^{54}\) and
- to step in to preserve or restore system security and reliability.

**Emergency response**

The core purpose of the ISO is to take all reasonable and prudent steps to maintain system security and reliability proactively. However, there will be occasions when despite the options and operational planning, reactive intervention may be required to overcome unexpected threats or to restore supply security if system stability is lost.

To fulfil its objective and key function, the ISO must have necessary functions and powers to implement the necessary actions through network operators, generators, and interruptible loads to maintain or restore security of supply. Horizon Power proposes that ‘the ISO must have necessary functions and powers to implement the necessary switching programs on both transmission and generation assets to maintain system stability during planned and unplanned events. In this respect, the ISO must be permitted complete control of switching activities on all assets of all Participants connected to the NWIS.’\(^{55}\)

However, as discussed above, direct control of the switching activities and generators is not required, but the *power to direct* the switching and dispatch of all networks, generators (including black-start facilities\(^{56}\)) and interruptible loads connected to the NWIS is required to ensure as much of the NWIS is kept as stable as possible.

**Post incident analysis**

The key purpose of post-incident analysis is to understand the sequence of events and decisions that led to a system incident to provide the basis for improvement to systems, procedures, training, etc. System incidents typically have a material commercial impact on one or more participants and the sensitive nature of the system incidents

\(^{53}\) Therefore, economic dispatch is not practicable

\(^{54}\) i.e. where a generator contracts with the ISO to dispatch its generators (i.e. rather than have its own operators)

\(^{55}\) Horizon Power, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 10.

\(^{56}\) An independent power generator able to provide excitation for an unpowered AC generator. Located appropriately in a network, a small number of black start generators can meet the restarting requirements of several generators when the system (or an island within a system) is ‘black’ (i.e. when all large generators are shut down).
In the NEM and the WEM, the system operator (AEMO) reviews the sequence of events and decisions that led to significant system incidents. In the responses to the Issues Paper, there was broad support for the ISO to undertake the lead role in post-incident analysis. However, there was also concern expressed that the lead role of the ISO may compromise the quality of findings if the ISO has acted inappropriately, either by omission or commission. A similar concern has been directed at AEMO regarding its NEM role and (the former) System Management and the Independent Market Operator in the WEM.

### 3.5.2 Ancillary services

Electrically connected power networks require ancillary services to be made available to ensure system stability and reliability. Ancillary services include Frequency Control, Spinning Reserve, Balancing Energy, and Reserve Capacity. There are several approaches to sourcing ancillary services, including mandated provision, competitively tendered and negotiated contracts, and fully competitive markets. As discussed below, Horizon Power currently manages the procurement of Ancillary Services for the NWIS and bears the cost of doing so as the de facto system operator. The procurement process is not transparent (due to commercial constraints) and cost allocation is not equitable.

The requirement for ancillary services will vary in real time as the configuration of the interconnected transmission, loads (demand) and generation fleet changes. The ISO will require information in near real time and real time to assess the appropriate levels of ancillary services and the ability to dispatch providers of the service.

**Frequency control**

The normal variation in load on a system will cause perturbation of the system frequency. Fast responding generators are tasked with maintaining system frequency within the normal (specified) range. In small systems such as the NWIS, there can be only one frequency ‘keeper’ as multiple frequency keepers will interact causing system instability. Frequency Control for the NWIS is currently procured and paid for by Horizon Power through a negotiated bilateral contract with Rio Tinto.

A logical function of the ISO would be to procure Frequency Control services on behalf of all Participants, based on some form of competitive process. The costs associated with providing these services would be allocated equitably to all Participants, not borne solely by Horizon Power.

**Balancing energy & settlements**

Energy ‘sent out’ from generators needs to equal to the contracted demand (including network electrical losses) at the end of each trading interval. In the absence of an energy market, balancing energy is required from one or more generators to make up for the shortfall or excess of generation compared to contracted quantities. The cost of providing and/or receiving this energy must be settled amongst generators at an agreed price.

---

57 Multiple NWIS users benefit from the ancillary services, but Horizon Power customers and, through the TEC, SWIS customers, pay.
58 According to a cost allocation methodology that would need to be developed.
59 Typically, 30 minutes.
Horizon Power currently coordinates Balancing Energy in the NWIS on an informal basis, but ‘due to lack of engagement from Participants and impending coverage / reform processes’, the price is not competitively set. As identified by Horizon Power:

If the agreed price for this Balancing Energy is set competitively and reasonably frequently, the opportunity for this mechanism to be used by generators in place of dispatching their own generation on an economic basis is increased. The most detailed competitive arrangement for setting Balancing Energy price is to establish a full set of bids and offers in every trading interval, such as exists in the STEM and Balancing Markets in the WEM and NEM.

Based on the time and cost to establish and maintain a real-time Competitive Balancing Market in the WEM, the cost is unlikely to be justifiable for the NWIS in the first instance.

As part of the proposed regulatory reforms, the ISO is the logical provider of Balancing Energy services in the NWIS, with the price for Balancing Energy set via a competitive process.

**Spinning (instantaneous) reserve**

System frequency can vary outside of the normal (tight range) in the event of contingency events. In the absence of sufficient response by generators to restore frequency to within the normal limits, load must be shed. Good operating practice requires sufficient instantaneous or spinning generator capacity to be held in reserve to respond to move the system frequency back to within the normal range. Spinning reserve requirements are sized to meet the loss of the largest generator or transmission resource on the system. Spinning Reserve can be provided by all generators, including those that are directly dispatching to their commercial obligations (balancing mode). In a competitive market, the Spinning Reserve can be dispatched by the system operator to the generator bidding the lowest cost.

In the NWIS, there is typically excess spinning reserve as an outcome of (a) generators running sufficient units to meet their commercial obligations, and (b) lack of a competitive market. As advised by Horizon Power (from its ‘role’ as de facto system operator) ’In less common instances, maintaining Spinning Reserve requires one party on the system to bring a generator online. Rather than an arbitrary unit being brought online, through its relationships with the generators the ISO can select the generator offering the lowest cost to connect an additional unit, resulting in economic benefits for all Participants.’

Formalising the requirements for procuring, funding and dispatching spinning reserve is a logical ISO function on behalf of the NWIS that should, over time, lead to cost efficiency and enhanced system security.

---

60 Horizon Power, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 12.
61 Ibid
62 That is, the impact of the system perturbation (usually the unplanned outage of one or more generator units) is beyond the capacity of the frequency control service to manage.
63 Via automatic, pre-set under frequency load shedding protection at strategic points in the distribution network.
64 Synchronised with the system.
65 Horizon Power Response to Issues Paper p 12
66 The ISO, as proposed, will have greater visibility and understanding of real-time, near real time, and forecast system conditions.
Reserve capacity

Reserve capacity is the margin of installed generation capacity above that required to meet the maximum load on the system to account for generation failures and unexpected load variations in load forecasts beyond the capacity of spinning reserve.

Adding generation capacity to a network in a prudent and economic way requires lead times of at least two years and, often, up to five years when planning, finance, and approvals are factored into the project development cycle. System planning studies based on load and energy forecasts and generator development plans are required to optimise the system reserve capacity margins for cost efficient maintenance of system stability and reliability. The outcome of inadequate generating capacity is failure to supply customers (i.e. load shedding) which “…cannot technically be isolated to the customers of the generators that fail to maintain adequate Reserve Capacity.”

In the NWIS there are no price signals for generators or retailers to maintain adequate capacity to meet their customers’ peak load plus a portion of reserve to address contingencies. On the contrary, generator/retailers are commercially driven to fully utilise capacity and to rely on balancing energy if for some time intervals they have inadequate generation. However, the bilateral contract arrangements and overall lack of integrated ancillary services management in the NWIS means that there is a relatively large proportion of reserve capacity currently on the NWIS.

The ISO would be well-placed to provide a reserve capacity service to the NWIS. It would centrally and independently contract for, monitor compliance with, and make payments for reserve capacity. This will provide the opportunity to, over time, reduce current reserve capacity on the NWIS to a more efficient level. Horizon Power estimates that this approach ‘could allow the peak load in the Pilbara region to grow by 20-30% without need for additional investment in generation’.

Black start capability

The ISO will need to ensure there is sufficient black start capacity in the NWIS to be able to start larger generators (i.e. which are shut down) when auxiliary power is not available from the network. The ISO may need to enter into contracts for black start capability services.

3.5.3 Network services

In this section, a series of potential ISO functions that are not normally within the purview of the system operator are explored – network (transmission and distribution) services.

The Public Utilities Office has identified potential ISO functions to address NWIS issues (as described in the Issues Paper) and from stakeholder submissions to the Issues Paper. The guiding principles of cost minimisation and economic efficiency are important considerations in this section.

---

67 Proposed additional, replacement, and retirement plans, and the electro-mechanical characteristics of each unit, is required.
68 Horizon Power, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 13
69 The Commonwealth Government now requires NEM retailers to contract for adequate installed capacity to meet their peak load requirement, recognising the price signals in the NEM’s gross pool market to trigger capacity investment result in pricing that is to volatile (Horizon Power, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper Response, p 13)
70 Depending on which loads and generators become interconnected over time. 20% for current connections, 30% for all loads and generators interconnected; e.g. those with lower fuel costs (Woodside / North West Shelf) and those with highly efficient generation (Citic Pacific)., Horizon Power, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, pp 13, 33.
Network coordination

The Issues Paper reiterated the results of a number of reports over the last decade that have identified the benefit of (among other things) ‘more efficient capital investment resulting from greater planning and coordination.’ The Issues Paper and responses from stakeholders refer to several examples of transmission and distribution infrastructure projects that, in a centrally planned network, would probably have been developed more cost effectively – for example:

- the construction of the 132kV BHP line from Newman north crossing over the 220kV inland line if this asset had been constructed at 220kV and interconnected with the existing 220kV line, significant investment in inland generation by Rio Tinto and BHP (in excess of $200 million) may have been avoided or significantly reduced;
- development by Roy Hill and FMG - The separate inland mine developments owned by Roy Hill and FMG have resulted in significant investment in generation, transmission lines and gas pipelines…; and
- existing backup each of the systems provide to each other - the existing networks (owned by different parties) reinforce each other at various locations in the network. The result of this is that any one Network Owner cannot currently provide a traditional network service (consistent with its own Technical Rules) in the areas of its network that it receives reinforcement from the other networks.

It is apparent that the electrical infrastructure has developed sub-optimally, driven by (i) the paramount reliance on the security and reliability of electricity supply to support resource companies’ production and transport needs; and (ii) competition between resource companies.

It is also very clear from submissions from the same resource companies that these issues remain at the forefront of their positions regarding the proposed NWIS regulatory reforms, which can be paraphrased as: do not compromise our operations, nor our autonomy to act in the best interests of our core corporate objectives.

Nonetheless, there is some support from resource companies for a coordinated approach to network development. For example, BHP stated that “depending on the nature and extent of the ISO’s role in the NWIS, it would seem logical for that entity to be involved in forecasting and planning for the development of the NWIS.” Roy Hill also suggested that:

There should be economic benefit to coordinated development. First, if there are existing assets (whether connected to the NWIS or not) with spare capacity, it may/should be possible for those assets to be utilised rather than develop other further new assets. For example, as mentioned in the Issues paper, Rio Tinto has offgrid assets at present. If it has spare capacity either generally which can be called on or which could be called on during NWIS emergencies that should be of overall benefit to electricity supply in the seaboard Pilbara region.

Given the importance of these companies to the State and the enormous cost of even an hour’s lost production, their positions are understandable and need to be respected in finding a way to increase overall NWIS network investment efficiency for the ‘greater good’. The goal is instead to promote

71 Issues Paper, p 1.
72 Horizon Power, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 24.
73 BHP, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 10.
74 Roy Hill, 4 December submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 2.
efficient use of infrastructure, without compromising the commercial decision making of the asset owners or imposing full regulatory oversight. This goal is consistent with the ISO design principles.

Unless, in the unlikely event that Network Operators choose to delegate network development decisions to the ISO (and the ISO accepts such a role), the Network Operators should remain responsible for network investment decisions.

Nonetheless, the ISO is well-placed to derive and publish information on the long-term development of the transmission network, assessment of current and potential future capability and to facilitate consultation with the broader market on constraints and potential energy solutions. As discussed elsewhere in this report, to perform its proposed system planning and scheduling functions the ISO requires access to all the information and skills necessary to undertake the planning work.

Horizon Power has proposed an extension of the ISO network coordination role into a ‘Central planning and third-party investment’ function in which the ISO would be responsible for assessing the need for future investment and releasing, in an invitation to tender: “Potential Network Owners could then “bid” on key terms (such as RAB requirement and operating costs) to establish and operate the specified assets. Or, if constrained operation is an option, generators can bid to constrain the operation of existing or new generation assets.” Under Horizon Power’s proposal, this approach would apply to investments that deliver benefits to multiple parties, not customer-funded works (i.e. where the benefit is to one customer).

This approach is aligned with the objective of supporting growth in the Pilbara, however there are considerable challenges to overcome in proceeding with the narrower ‘network coordination’ role. The challenges to agreeing and implementing a ‘Central planner and third-party investment’ function are considerable and would logically be explored with stakeholders after taking the proposed ‘first step’.

Network connection and access

The proposed light handed access regime includes the development of a Negotiation Framework for covered networks which includes, a framework for covered networks to produce, maintain, and publish a user connection guideline. The connection guideline will include a process for making a connection request; a process for making connection offers, and a process for negotiating pricing and related terms and conditions.

Connection negotiations will occur between applicants and the owners of the covered network and will, among other things, require the connection to be compliant with the proposed ‘NWIS Rules’. The NWIS Rules will also apply to connections to uncovered networks.

The proposed role of the ISO is in the connection process for covered and uncovered networks. The ISO’s role in this process is to assure itself (on behalf of all other customers) that the NWIS Rules are consistently and appropriately applied such that the connection of the new or replacement generator, load or network will not compromise system security and reliability. The ISO will ultimately certify that the connection may proceed.

---

75 Ibid, p 15.
The advantage of this approach is that the independent operator with the overarching objective of assuring system security and reliability is positioned to assure that potential technical threats to the system are identified as early as possible and rectified before connection occurs. In dealing with a connection application, a network owner therefore does not need to concern itself with the system access implications either for the applicant or for other parties, or how the new load or generator will be dispatched or may be constrained – since that is the ISO’s role, administered in accordance with the proposed NWIS Rules.

By referencing an obligatory standard set of technical rules (embedded in the NWIS Rules), the grounds for dispute should be limited to matters relating to technical compliance with those Rules. The recent dispute between Alinta Energy and Horizon Power is a relevant case study where a beneficial outcome would have been better facilitated by an ISO with such a role and powers.

Statement of opportunity

Two important documents may be developed by the ISO and should form part of the dialogue amongst stakeholders. These should be considered in the design of any resultant protocols:

- a Transmission Development Plan, that describes the current transmission network, areas of constraint, future capability, priority development plans and options for private investment; and
- by trending collated load forecasts, the ISO would be in an ideal position to assess the suitability of currently installed generation capacities. Once load growth in the Pilbara exceeds predetermined capacity margins, the ISO can release a Generation Statement of Opportunity advising developers to begin discussions with customers about their future power requirements to determine the viability of new generation projects.

The potential downside to these forms of information disclosure is the potential for compromising competitive positions. For example, Rio Tinto stated that:

Companies should not be put into a position where they are required to disclose to their competitors likely future developments as might be required if an Electricity Statement of Opportunities approach is adopted. For example, if the system was constructed such that the major iron ore players were all required to provide longer term forecasts that reveal potential future production profiles, then there will be significant issues that would need to be addressed in relation to confidentiality and competition concerns.76

Recognising this concern, the challenge is to derive an approach that protects commercial interests whilst realising the potential significant investment efficiency benefits of a more coordinated approach to network and generation planning.

Network transport services

Horizon Power has proposed a ISO model (ISO+) in which it contracts with each Network Owner for full use of their assets. Horizon Power identifies the following benefits:

- network owners will only need a single commercial arrangement for the full use of their asset, being paid by the ISO+ for its use;

---

76 Rio Tinto 6 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, pp 11-12.
it will facilitate fair, reasonable, predictable and stable commercial access arrangements for the Users of the network through an independent party; and

users will only need a single commercial arrangement with the ISO+ for their electricity transport needs, regardless of how many different networks are used. The User would then pay the ISO+ for the use of the assets.\textsuperscript{77}

Whilst the further explanation of the ISO+ model in Horizon Power’s submission\textsuperscript{78} explains the potential benefit of such an arrangement qualitatively, it will not proceed without the Network Owners handing over a material degree of control of their networks to the ISO. It is possible that contract terms and conditions can be negotiated to achieve satisfactory outcomes, including efficient balance of risk.

However, based on the feedback from the resource companies that are Network Owners, it would appear unlikely that the network transport service concept will be adopted in the short term (i.e. 2-5 years). However, the concept is worth revisiting once the initial ISO functions are ‘bedded down’.

\subsection*{3.5.4 Market services}

\textit{Cost recovery}

A mechanism will be required to recover ‘market’ costs from all parties connected to the NWIS. It is expected that this will need to include recovery of:

\begin{itemize}
  \item that component of AEMO’s administrative costs that relate to managing the NWIS ISO function. This would be recovered through a simple levy, such as applies in the WEM; and
  \item a cost recovery mechanism for ancillary services costs. A pricing basis for ancillary services that reasonably reflects the extent to which each party imposes costs on the system.
\end{itemize}

\textit{Economic dispatch}

As noted by Horizon Power:

An ISO cannot dispatch generation without a supporting mechanism to set a price and agreement from dispatched generators to sell, and loads to purchase, at that price. Typically, this is delivered through the implementation of a wholesale market.\textsuperscript{79}

The NWIS does not have a wholesale electricity market and it is unlikely that the cost of establishing and maintaining one will be cost effective in the foreseeable future given the current approach, which is a combination of:

\begin{itemize}
  \item self-dispatch (which Horizon Power refers to as ‘customer driven Economic Dispatch)\textsuperscript{80} and which requires no direct involvement from the ISO in day-to-day (non-contingent) operations; and
  \item the energy balancing arrangement currently facilitated by Horizon Power.
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{77} Ibid, p 15.
\textsuperscript{78} Refer for example to Figures 2 and 3 in Horizon 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper and the associated descriptions
\textsuperscript{79} Ibid, p 31.
\textsuperscript{80} Horizon Power’s ETAC allows for each entry / exit point to supply or be supplied under more than one other ETAC through an Allocation Deed arrangement. This mechanism allows for any consumer to be supplied by more than one generator or retailer, and for any generator to supply to more than one ETAC holder. This is not the case in the WEM.
As discussed section 3.5.2, a recommended ISO function for the whole of the NWIS is to manage balancing energy and settlements.

3.5.5 Metering services

Initial role of the ISO

Initially the proposed approach is for the ISO to be a ‘taker’ of metered data, not a provider of metering services.

In Western Australia, the *Electricity Industry (Metering) Code 2012* (‘Metering Code’) sets out:

- the rights, obligations and responsibilities of Metering Code participants associated with the measurement of electricity and the provision of metering services;
- the rules for the provision of metering installations at connection points, and
- the rules for the provision of metering services, standing data and energy data.

Depending on the conditions of their respective licences (including exemptions) under Part 2 of the *Electricity Industry Act 2004*, the Metering Code applies to network operators, retailers, generators, metering data agents, and users, AEMO and the ERA\(^1\) (i.e. the Metering Code Participants).

Among other things, the Metering Code dictates the obligations on participants to provide energy and other metered data to the market operator (which, in the context of this Design Consultation Paper, would be the ISO).

A task (preferably prior to establishment of the ISO) will be to determine whether the obligations on relevant participants and capability of relevant participants to supply energy and other metered data of suitable quality (accuracy, frequency, location) will allow the ISO to undertake its proposed functions. If not, additional expenditure will be required.

Possible future ISO services

If the NWIS is to move beyond a calculated notional charging regime for ancillary services and energy as envisaged, then:

- the ISO would require metering data and other notices as provided for with respect to the market operator in the Metering Code;
- the ERA would continue to provide the approval role under the Metering Code for these documents;\(^2\) and
- a review of the suitability of the current meter infrastructure and meter data to enable the ISO to undertake its proposed current (and future functions) would be required.

Whether or not there is net overall benefit in the ISO providing metering services in the NWIS will require detailed consideration in the future. However, such a role for the ISO is not proposed at present.

---

\(^1\) For example, the ERA has an approval role under the Metering Code to approve network operators’ Model Service Level Agreement; Communication Rules; and Metrology Procedure & Mandatory Link Criteria.

\(^2\) In accordance with design principles, it keeps additional costs to a minimum if an existing entity with the skills and capacity to undertake a role for the NWIS continues in this role.
3.5.6 Powers of the ISO

To achieve its objective and to fulfil its proposed functions, the ISO is likely to need the powers and authority to undertake the following.

1. As part of its planning, scheduling and dispatch functions:
   a. direct network operators, network owners, generators and loads to protect the safety, security and reliability of the NWIS during system emergencies;
   b. manage the enhancement and maintenance of a fit-for-purpose, NWIS model;
   c. approve or otherwise coordinate planned outages of network or generation elements on all interconnected networks to mitigate material risk to system security and performance;
   d. set and monitor load shedding facilities;
   e. access data from participants to support the development of generator, load and energy forecasts and all necessary real-time and near real-time information to undertake its schedule and dispatch functions;
   f. develop and implement power system operating procedures.

2. As part of its network services functions:
   a. oversee the compliance of new connections and modifications to existing installations (loads, generators, networks) in all networks in the NWIS Interconnected System in accordance with agreed, common NWIS Rules, to help ensure the performance and security of the NWIS; and
   b. publish ‘statements of opportunity’ for transmission and generation development with the appropriate adherence to approved confidentiality protocols

3. Access information necessary to support ISO’s other functions (to the extent they are initially assigned), including:
   a. ancillary services management;
   b. market services; and
   c. metering services.

4. Enter into contractual and other arrangements to manage its functions.

5. Recover its reasonable costs from those who benefit from ISO’s services.

---

83 Yet to be developed and ratified but are expected to contain power system performance and connection standards that are similar to those in the Horizon Power Technical Rules
84 Noting that grandfathering of existing installations may be necessary in some cases.
Each of these aspects of the proposed ISO powers will be subject to review during the detailed design phase of the establishment and implementation of the ISO. In the case of Rio Tinto, for example, contractual and other arrangements can be established to enable the ISO to largely fulfil the intent of its role,\(^8\) without unduly interfering with Rio Tinto’s day-to-day operations.

### Design Element 21

The ISO will undertake planning, scheduling and dispatch services for the NWIS interconnected network and will:

- develop and manage a full NWIS simulation model.
- have lead accountability for managing emergency response and post-incident investigations.

### Design Element 22

The ISO will take over the role of procuring and allocating the costs associated with the following Ancillary Services: frequency control, spinning reserve, balancing & settlements, reserve capacity, and black start capability.

### Design Element 23

The ISO will provide the following Network Services for the NWIS in conjunction with Network Owners, Generators, and End Customers: network coordination, technical oversight of connections and access, and publication of statements of transmission development and generation opportunities (whilst protecting commercially sensitive information).

The Horizon Power ISO+ model, including the proposed system operator’s role in providing network transport services will be reviewed once the proposed ISO functions have been implemented and tested in practice.

### Design Element 24

The ISO will at initiation provide limited Market Services, with economic dispatch of generation unlikely to be justified in the NWIS for the foreseeable future. The ISO needs to be provided with an ability to cover its NWIS-related administrative costs and the costs of any Market Services that it provides.

### Design Element 25

With the recommended functions of the ISO in this document, the ISO will need to be regarded in the Electricity Industry (Metering) Code 2012 as the equivalent of the Independent Market Operator/AEMO for the NWIS with similar rights, obligations and responsibilities. The ISO is not initially positioned as a Metering Services provider.

### Design Element 26

The ISO will have sufficient powers to effectively enact its obligations and undertake its functions. The powers of the ISO will not extend to daily operational control of interconnected networks in NWIS unless such control is transferred to the ISO by agreement.

---

\(^8\) Including during system emergencies and/or where network security is being put at risk.
3.6 ISO structure and operating cost

3.6.1 Stand-alone vs ring-fenced

Submissions to the Issues Paper supported establishment of a standalone ISO rather than a ring-fenced function within an existing entity to help ensure impartiality.

Horizon Power suggested that the ISO should be a separate commercial body but that it could deliver its function by contracting with network service providers (such as Horizon Power's or Rio Tinto's Control Centre).^87

In the interests of impartiality and transparency, and because of the requirement for the ISO to manage commercially sensitive information daily, the Public Utilities Office considers that the ISO should either be truly stand-alone as a separate entity, or an extension of an existing system operator that is not conflicted in any way.\(^88\)

**Physical location, HR and operational technology**

The two models for establishing the ISO each require:

- visibility of all the networks in the NWIS, and either directly or indirectly, the ability to control elements of the NWIS to deliver a secure and reliable system;\(^89\)
- operational technologies to enable secure and reliable communication between other NWIS system and network controllers; and
- access to, or control of, a fit-for-purpose system simulation model.

The necessary visibility and control can be provided (with the appropriate operational technology) from just about any location, noting that AEMO, Rio Tinto’s, Horizon Power’s and others system and/or network control centres are based in the Perth metropolitan area.

The standalone approach to establishing the ISO will require the appropriate human resources to undertake its functions, noting that the skill sets are specialised, and the complexity of the physical network, generation and load interconnections and interdependencies and the commercial and competitive sensitivities are challenging, but not insurmountable.

The alternative of leveraging off the capabilities (facilities, operational technologies, and human resources) of an existing non-participant operator is likely to be the cheaper alternative.

Most stakeholders nominated AEMO as the provider of ISO functions because it would be a logical extension of its current functions in Western Australia, and not dissimilar to the role that AEMO now has in the Northern Territory.

3.6.2 Governance

The ISO will need to make decisions that balance competing objectives including cost, security and safety considerations and will need guidance at a policy level as the decisions will have a material impact on the downstream operations of network owners, generators, and end customers.

---

^86 Which not only operates the Horizon Power system, providing ‘de facto’ system operator services to the NWIS as a whole

^87 Horizon Power, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 45.

^88 Such as AEMO.

^89 With integration with other systems’ operational technology an as yet undefined issue.
The governance of the ISO, including establishment of its objectives, policies and procedures, and oversight mechanisms to ensure its effectiveness are fundamental aspects of establishing the ISO.

Governance of the ISO is likely to include the following responsibilities:\(^90\)

- setting the ISO’s objectives and approving its strategy;
- overseeing the NWIS Rules change procedure;
- oversight of the ISO’s activities, including by ensuring there are effective controls and procedures to enable key risks to be identified, assessed, and managed;
- determining the financial, operational, human, technological, and administrative resources the ISO needs to meet its objectives and implement the approved strategy;
- monitoring compliance with legislative and regulatory requirements;
- approving the ISO budget;
- approving reports to members and stakeholders, including publicly disclosed information; and
- appointing senior staff and assessing their performance.

**Governance models**

The Public Utilities Office has considered two governance models for the ISO, as follows:

- **Option 1**: the AEMO Board (if the ISO functions are delivered by AEMO).
- **Option 2**: a Board of Participants;

**Option 1 – AEMO Board**

On the assumption that AEMO performs the role of the ISO, the advantages of seeking the agreement of the AEMO Board to govern the ISO are:

- it is independent of the NWIS participants, and is unlikely to experience internal conflict of interest in governing the ISO according to its charter;
- it has in place many of the required resources, policies and procedures to undertake the role by extension of its current activities (and as such minimising establishment cost);
- if the ISO’s objective is, as proposed, similar to the NEO, there will be general alignment between the overarching NEO (for the NEM) and the NWIS objective;
- its core expertise is in market management, and although, initially, establishment of a NWIS market is not recommended, it is well placed to govern the NWIS market operations if required in the future; and
- the costs of establishing the AEMO Board to govern the ISO activities will be relatively low.

\(^90\) These are based on current AEMO Board’s responsibilities.
The disadvantage of the AEMO Board assuming the governance role for the NWIS is that its focus is likely to be on the NEM and (to a lesser extent) the SWIS, given the size and criticality of these markets. This may jeopardise timely provision of strategic direction, approvals and other NWIS-related board actions.

**Option 2 – Board of Participants**

A Board comprised of market participants, with members selected or elected from amongst generators, network owners, and customers. Other than possible representation from government-owned participants, there would be no government membership of the Board. The Board would essentially be self-funded with in-kind and/or proportion contributions from members to support its activities.

To help ensure that the Board acts in the best overall interests of the system and its end-use customers, the Board of Participants is likely to require an independent chair and policies and procedures as part of a governance framework, including for example:

- a Board Charter which would, among other things, be based on an overarching objective and operating principles, and include a dispute resolution mechanism;
- Conflict of Interest Guidelines;
- Risk Management Policy;
- Privacy Policy;
- Compliance Policy;
- Market Surveillance Procedures; and

The ISO Board of Participants could contract with others to provide services, for example:

- AEMO to provide ISO functions;
- ERA for compliance services;
- Rule Change Panel for managing the change process to NWIS Technical Rules; and
- Electricity Review Board for dispute resolution.

The advantages of the Board of Participants approach to governing the ISO are:

- it should cost less to operate the Board (once its policies and procedures are established) than other options;
- its primary focus would be on the security, reliability and efficiency of the NWIS; and
- its members are likely to be very familiar with the NWIS.

The disadvantage of Option 2 is that it may be subject to multiple internal disagreements about the discharge of its responsibilities under its Charter because of the competitive interests of the likely key members. This is likely to reduce the overall effectiveness of the Board.
The Public Utilities Office is proposing the adoption of the AEMO Board as the governing body for the ISO.

**Surveillance**

NWIS surveillance functions are likely to include:

- monitor ISO performance – typically the ISO (and its network service providers) would self-report according to a pre-determined framework;
- monitor aspects of participant business conduct that comes under rules (e.g. ancillary service payments/usage);
- exercise disciplinary powers defined under rules;
- recommend Rule changes; and
- investigate issues within its operational scope, as mandated by rules.

Two options have been considered for providing surveillance functions as part of the ISO governance structure.

The first option is the ERA, which currently undertakes market surveillance activities for the SWIS. The second option is a dedicated sub-committee of the ISO’s governing body, or, if the ISO is self-governing, then a sub-committee of the ISO.

The advantages of contracting with the ERA to provide surveillance services are that it is already established and proficient in this work, and it would be an extension of its current core activities. It would need to be ensured that the ERA is resourced to undertake this role, in conjunction with its current SWIS workload.

The advantage of the sub-committee approach is that it would be within the full control of the ISO's governing body and it could therefore set its priorities and establish the necessary resources to ensure it provides the required services. The disadvantages of a sub-committee include possible loss of independence (i.e. from self-assessment) and challenges with securing the necessary competencies at a reasonable cost.

On balance, the Public Utilities Office considers that contracting with the ERA to provide the necessary independent NWIS surveillance functions is likely to be a better approach.

**Rule changes**

Technical Rules are a requirement for all covered networks under the Access Code. An important design element for the new regulatory framework is to establish uniform, agreed NWIS Rules to apply to covered and uncovered networks and incorporating requirements similar to the Technical Rules) and be implemented and managed by the ISO.

In the SWIS, whilst the Technical Rules were developed by and are owned by Western Power, proposed changes and exemptions to the Technical Rules are considered and approved (or otherwise) by the ERA. It undertakes this function by supplementing its in-house knowledge (largely regulatory economic) by technical consultants to review the proposals.

As with the surveillance function discussed above, the Public Utilities Office considered the option of the ERA or an ISO sub-committee undertaking this task. For the same reasons, the Public Utilities Office considers the ERA to be better placed to provide the necessary Rule change services.
Technical Advisory Group

Given the unique characteristics of the NWIS and the Pilbara more generally, both the ISO and its governing Board would benefit by being able to access participants’ advice on technical (i.e. as opposed to commercial) matters. This could be achieved via a ‘NWIS Technical Advisory Group’ or similar which would include suitable participant representatives.

3.6.3 Funding

Regardless of the ISO functions and structure, its operations will need to be supported by a budget and, possibly, by in-kind support from NWIS participants (network owners and generation owners).

It is proposed that the ISO governing body establish the funding of the ISO budget according to the following principles:

- it provides for the efficient and effective operations of the ISO based on a fee for service structure;
- all NWIS interconnected network operators and generators contribute equitably; and
- the fee structure is transparent.

These costs would include:

- governance – a proportion of the cost of the AEMO Board (if this design element is adopted);
- system operations personnel, systems (including SCADA), data, and procedures;
- engineering and planning services, including for system simulation model management – likely to be outsourced; and
- establishing and maintaining energy settlement software and interfaces with metering data.

The funding and cost allocation methodology is yet to be developed but it is likely to be the same as applied in the SWIS, namely:

- funding – the AEMO will need to apply to the ERA for its ‘Allowable Revenue and Forecast Capital Expenditure’ which will incorporate its NWIS-specific costs on a triennial basis; and
- cost allocation – system operator costs can be charged on a per-MWh basis, to loads and generators, as with the NEM and WEM. The cost allocation methodology will be equitable and fit-for-purpose for the NWIS.

3.6.4 Cost of operating

Several stakeholders have cautioned against adding excessive net costs in designing and implementing the ISO. For example, Roy Hill noted that:

There is a need to make sure that existing customers like Roy Hill are not disadvantaged due to such introduction of an independent system operator. Cost is also a general issue. Roy Hill’s fees with Horizon include Horizon’s costs for acting as the system operator. We assume that any changes (whether it is Horizon acting in two roles (retailer and network operator) or in one role (retailer) with a new person as system operator, then this will be at no net extra cost for Roy Hill. Also, for the network operator to be
...successful, it will need to be able to demonstrate it can undertake the role with the right attitude i.e. light touch; and not drive outcomes which are ‘gold plated’.\textsuperscript{91}

The approach proposed by the Public Utilities Office for establishing the ISO should ensure costs of establishing and operating the ISO are kept to a minimum by:

- leveraging off existing entities for provision of services to the NWIS, which should mean costs attributable to the NWIS ISO should be incremental;
- leveraging off existing documents, procedures and systems; and
- drawing on in-kind support from key stakeholders to provide their expertise to development of necessary processes, procedures, and systems such as the proposed NWIS Rules.

The estimated cost of operating the ISO will be established in the detailed design phase. It is noted that Horizon Power presently provides network operations services for the safe and reliable operation of its network that interconnects with Rio Tinto and the Alinta/BHP/FMG transmission networks. Horizon Power estimates this cost to be approximately $5 million per year with the main cost items being the procurement of frequency control and the operating cost of its control centre.

Another reference point is the allowable revenue for the AMEO to perform the equivalent functions in the SWIS, which are approximately $15 million per year.

Ultimately, both the implementation costs and ongoing operating cost of the proposed ISO will be subject to a detailed due diligence assessment once the final model has been confirmed.

A fundamental priority will be to ensure the costs are efficient and avoid any price shocks for participants and that the cost allocation methodology is fair and equitable for participants relative to the benefits that will be derived from overall improved network security and operating reliability.

\textsuperscript{91} Roy Hill, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p4
Design Element 27
The ISO will be a stand-alone entity, with the proposed functions undertaken by AEMO as an extension of its current Western Australian operations, noting that it may choose to contract with other network service providers for provision of some services.

Design Element 28
The ISO’s annual revenue and capital expenditure forecast will be independently approved by the ERA.

Design Element 29
The ISO capital and operating costs will be recovered from market participants.

Design Element 30
The ISO will be governed by the AEMO Board on the basis that AEMO undertakes the ISO role for the NWIS. Its charter will be established with the involvement of key stakeholders.

Design Element 31
The ISO surveillance functions will be provided to the ISO governing body by the ERA.

Design Element 32
Changes to the NWIS Rules will be a service provided to the ISO governing body by the ERA.

3.7 Coverage and liability

3.7.1 Network coverage
The scope of ISO’s functions and powers can be considered as applying to either all interconnected systems in the NWIS (Option 1) or interconnected systems in the ‘Coastal Region’ (Option 2).

What could be called a third option, is establishing the ISO in accordance with Option 2 and progressing it to Option 1 over time, provided certain criteria\(^{(92)}\) are satisfied. However, as discussed below, this is likely to be unworkable.

Stakeholders have generally supported the ISO covering the entire NWIS, however, Rio Tino was an exception. The primary reasons behind stakeholder support for the ISO covering the entire NWIS are:

- the ISO will not deliver significant cost efficiency or safety, reliability or system security outcomes if it does not have the authority to deliver centralised system management, ancillary services management, and technical coordination (i.e. through consistent application of agreed Technical Rules); and

\(^{(92)}\) Such as a net benefits test
given that Rio Tinto’s network is electrically connected to Horizon Power’s network, it has the potential to both detrimentally affect system security (i.e. impacting all other networks, generators, and customers) and benefit from interconnection.

The Public Utilities Office understands from information provided by Rio Tinto that it has spent considerable time and effort to integrate its mine, rail, port and power assets in the Pilbara as a single integrated system and that its sole objective is maximising the efficiency of iron ore production and shipments. Rio Tinto questions the value of introducing an ISO, for the following reasons:

While some of the elements of this System Operator proposal (such as the application of consistent Technical Rules) make good sense in relation to the NWIS, they are largely outcomes that are already being provided in a de facto sense by Horizon or through the long-standing cooperative technical arrangements between existing NWIS players.

We are concerned that an Independent System Operator will not be agile enough, or knowledgeable enough of Rio Tinto's integrated electricity network and business model, to deliver the operational or financial efficiencies suggested in the Issues Paper; ‘…we are concerned that... establishment of an Independent System Operator will result in significant risk of:

• inefficient processes being put in place that disrupt how our system is currently operated;
• delays in decision making, especially during emergency or contingency events; and
• additional and unproductive costs associated with compliance to a new regulatory regime, including the costs of establishment and sustaining the new organisation in the Pilbara.

We are also concerned that this will result in delays arising from the interaction between our business and the Independent System Operator that currently do not apply and that the establishment of new processes will ultimately increase outage duration, delay restoration and result in inefficient operation of our electricity network.

‘...perhaps the most significant component of the risk proposition to Rio Tinto in relation to the Independent System Operator is the risk of commercial and contractual factors causing a suboptimal outcome by taking priority over safety and system security, reliability, economic dispatch, and maintenance coordination.’

Rio Tinto has assumed that the proposed operating model is for the ISO to be ‘appointed to oversee the day-to-day management of its electricity network...’. The involvement of the ISO in Rio Tinto’s network under Option 1 does not require Rio Tinto to transfer its entire electricity network operational functionality to the ISO at all times.

The only circumstances in which the ISO may need to direct Rio Tinto’s operations are:

---

93 At two points in the West Pilbara at 33kV.
94 Including on a visit by the representatives of the PUO and others on 28 November 2017 to Rio Tinto’s operational control centre.
95 Rio Tinto, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 10.
96 Ibid, p 11.
i. in response to declared system emergencies initiated in the rest of the interconnected network (i.e. that threatens the security of the interconnected NWIS);

ii. if a planned outage or other change to Rio Tinto’s network threatens the security and reliability of the interconnected system; or

iii. if Rio Tinto has agreed to provide services on contractual terms which the ISO needs to call upon (e.g. the provision of frequency control), such as exists currently with Horizon Power.97

Rio Tinto states that the ISO ‘should only have power to direct system participants in an emergency situation or where network security is being put at risk’,98 noting that this is the basis for the current arrangement with Horizon Power. Therefore, there is alignment between Rio Tinto’s perspective and the intent of Option 1 in this respect.

The risk of the first and second situation described above occurring should be materially diminished by establishing the ISO and the accompanying coordinated approach to scheduling, security analysis, and ancillary services across the entire interconnected network, including by application of, and by participants’ adherence to, a common set of NWIS Rules.

Rio Tinto has stated that it benefits from being connected to Horizon Power’s network (i.e. in addition to the commercial compensation it receives for providing frequency control services). It is reasonable to consider that Rio Tinto would not knowingly jeopardise the security and reliability of the NWIS through its planned actions. Horizon Power and Rio Tinto have worked cooperatively for several years to coordinate planned outages based on good engineering and operational practice and mutual net benefit.

The Public Utilities Office also recognises the concerns expressed by Rio Tinto regarding the disclosure of competitively sensitive information to enable the ISO to undertake some of the proposed functions, particularly with respect to long term forecasting and network planning.

Cognisant of the ISO design objectives and principles, and Rio Tinto’s concerns, the ISO should have coverage of all the NWIS Interconnected System (i.e. including Rio Tinto’s network) but unless there is a proven and substantial net benefit,99 the ISO should not require powers that will potentially interfere with the efficient operations of connected, uncovered networks other than to protect the safety, reliability and security of the NWIS.

The ISO should work cooperatively with asset owners who manage the day-to-day operations of their assets, establishing, for example, operating protocols and contracts to:

- help ensure the overall safety, reliability and security of the system;
- minimise interference with the day-to-day operations of the owner’s assets;
- minimise costs; and

97 As Rio Tinto currently performs this service for the NWIS, minimal changes to its current operations are required.
98 Rio Tinto, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 11.
99 The risk/cost/benefit assessment will need to account for the extensive cost penalty of materially compromising primary production (i.e. mining, transport, loading) of any of the resource-based participants.
• maximise net benefits.

The establishment of and consistent application of a unified set of NWIS Rules will be a key element in underpinning the secure, reliable and efficient operation of the NWIS interconnected system.

3.7.2 Limitation of liability

As discussed earlier, the intention is to establish the ISO as a small entity which recovers its costs on a ‘fee for service basis’ without recourse to a substantial balance sheet (i.e. the same as AEMO, which does not undertake any work or roles for which there is an unacceptable risk profile).

Except for FMG, all submissions to the Issues Paper supported the proposal to provide the ISO with statutory immunity from damages claims from third parties that may arise from the ISO undertaking its functions. FMG concern extended to the asset owner’s actions as well as the system operators, in that it noted that:

> The performance of these assets are critical to the State, and to the parties that use them. Therefore, at this stage, Fortescue would not support the removal of liability for the failure of the transmission and distribution assets, to the extent that such failure is caused or contributed to by the actions of the system operator or the asset owner, including as a result of poor operations and maintenance practices. Performance incentive schemes, such as those in place on the NEM, may be appropriate to assist system operator and asset owner to manage liabilities.¹⁰⁰

Several stakeholders noted that the ISO should have the same protection as afforded to AEMO in undertaking its functions in the SWIS. It is also noted that it is extremely unlikely that any system operator (and individuals therein) would take on the risk of third party claims.

In relation to the question of immunity, Roy Hill noted that if there are existing arrangements under contracts, those rights should be preserved or else the commercial reasons for the customer who entered into that arrangement will be lost. It is considered that the transition of contractual terms that may affect the liability of the proposed ISO will need to be considered on a case by case basis.

### Design Element 33

The ISO will have coverage of the entire NWIS Interconnected System, with powers limited to those necessary to undertake its assigned functions consistent with the design objective.

For the avoidance of doubt, the ISO will not have powers to interfere with the efficient operations of networks, other than to protect the security and reliability of the NWIS and these powers do not necessarily require direct control of all network elements.

Any changes to the powers of the ISO will be subject to rigorous analysis with stakeholder input to ensure that there is a material net benefit of any proposed changes.

### Design Element 34

The ISO will have the same immunity from damages claims as AEMO has for its operations in the SWIS.

¹⁰⁰ FMG, 4 December 2017 submission in response to the PUO Issues Paper, p 2.
### 3.8 Transition process

A number of design elements have been identified as being developed prior to commencement of operation of the ISO. The figure below shows the proposed steps to establishing the ISO.\(^{101}\)

![Proposed steps to establish the initial functions of the ISO](image)

**Design Element 35**

Transiting to the new ISO will allow timelines that permit the ISO and participants to efficiently meet new obligations and functions and for stakeholder participation in the development of the various design elements.

\(^{101}\) Although the steps are indicated as occurring sequentially, several of these steps could be undertaken in parallel – the key is that the ISO should implement rather than develop the procedures according to the NWIS Rules.
Appendix A : List of 35 design elements

Design Element 1
The following interconnected networks in the Coastal Region of the NWIS will be covered at commencement of the light handed third-party access regime in the NWIS:

- the Horizon Power interconnected network; and
- the Alinta DEWAP interconnected network.

Design Element 2
Uncovered NWIS Interconnected Networks can 'opt-in' to the light handed regulatory regime at any time.

Design Element 3
Coverage will be extended in the future to networks not covered at commencement by application of the existing Access Code coverage test.

An assessment for coverage is triggered by a coverage application that must be assessed by the Minister for Energy in accordance with current coverage criteria.

If a network is found to meet the coverage criteria, then the Minister will be required to make an additional decision as to whether the network should be subject to the light handed or full regulation, using principles similar to those in the National Gas Law.

Design Element 4
Pricing principles will be developed to guide price setting and dispute arbitration.

Design Element 5
The onus will be on networks to develop, negotiate and defend their pricing methodologies in accordance with the Pricing Principles.

Design Element 6
In setting Reference Tariffs, the covered network businesses will be required to demonstrate that (a) they meet the Pricing Principles, and (as the case may be) to attest that they have applied the pricing guidelines or (b) to otherwise describe the methodology and key assumptions they have used in developing their Reference Tariffs.

Design Element 7
By mutual agreement, an access applicant and the relevant network could agree on a Non-Reference Tariff.

Design Element 8
Network access in the NWIS will be designed as a ‘market carriage’ regime.
Design Element 9
Generators connected to the NWIS networks at the commencement of the new regime will continue to receive access that is unconstrained, or not constrained to a greater extent than at regime commencement. These grandfathered requirements will be codified in a set of ‘NWIS Rules’ relating to scheduling and dispatch and relating to any new connections and expansions of existing generators and loads.

Design Element 10
New generators or expanded capacity of existing generators will be allowed network access on a constrained basis, with such generators being appraised (without guarantee) of the likely extent of constraints and the options for relieving those constraints. Generators would be liable for the cost of any options they choose to relieve constraints.

Design Element 11
Loads will be provided with access at default security levels to be defined, but with provision for specific loads to request bespoke access and connection point security criteria to apply to them.

Design Element 12
The networks will be responsible for managing the connection process, including specifying connection asset requirements and commercial terms for the provision of such assets.

Design Element 13
The ISO will be responsible for dealing with the ‘electricity transfer and access’ aspects of new connections and applications for expanded capacity, including the matters described in Design Element 10. The ISO will also design any changes to scheduling and dispatch resulting from constraints to new or expanded generators, in accordance with the NWIS Rules, and will accordingly manage constrained dispatch where required.

Design Element 14
Information disclosure requirements will be developed as part of the NWIS access framework. These will be developed in consultation with stakeholders and will specify the information that must be published by covered networks and the timetable for publication.

Design Element 15
A negotiation framework will be developed as part of the NWIS Regime, setting out requirements for each covered network to produce and publish:

- a user access guideline;
- the process for making an access request;
- the process for making access offers, and
- the process for negotiating access, pricing, and access terms and conditions.

Design Element 16
A dispute resolution framework will be developed, that is clear and binding, based on the non-scheme pipeline arbitration mechanism in the National Gas Rules modified as outlined in this Design Consultation Paper for the specific circumstances of the NWIS. It will be administered by the ERA.
Design Element 17
Covered networks’ regulated activities and functions will be required to be structurally or functionally separated from their non-regulated activities and functions. Business-specific requirements will be defined, following competition analysis.

Design Element 18
A transition plan for the new NWIS light handed access regime will allow timelines that permit service providers to efficiently meet new obligations, and also to ensure that existing contractual positions and operating positions are suitably protected.

Design Element 19
The interim objective of the NWIS ISO should be consistent with the National Electricity Objective, namely:

‘To promote efficient investment in, and efficient operation and use of, electricity services for the long-term interests of consumers of electricity with respect to price, quality, safety, reliability, and security of supply of electricity; and the reliability, safety and security of the NWIS.’

Design Element 20
The design principles for the ISO are:

1. the ISO’s core function is to ensure the reliability and stability of the system;
2. the ISO should act with impartiality and transparency;
3. the ISO should act to maximise overall system efficiency;
4. the cost of establishing and operating the ISO should be kept to a practical minimum;
5. proposed arrangements should consider the commercial interests and priorities of privately-owned electricity network assets in the NWIS;
6. technical standards should not present a physical constraint to potential future interconnection of the NWIS, or a barrier to any technology type; and
7. the effectiveness of the ISO should be reviewed periodically.

Design Element 21
The ISO will undertake planning, scheduling and dispatch services for the NWIS interconnected network and will:

- develop and manage a full NWIS simulation model.
- have lead accountability for managing emergency response and post-incident investigations.

Design Element 22
The ISO will take over the role of procuring and allocating the costs associated with the following Ancillary Services: frequency control, spinning reserve, balancing & settlements, reserve capacity, and black start capability.
Design Element 23
The ISO will provide the following Network Services for the NWIS in conjunction with Network Owners, Generators, and End Customers: network coordination, technical oversight of connections and access, and publication of statements of transmission development and generation opportunities (whilst protecting commercially sensitive information).

The Horizon Power ISO+ model, including the proposed system operator’s role in providing network transport services will be reviewed once the proposed ISO functions have been implemented and tested in practice.

Design Element 24
The ISO will at initiation provide limited Market Services, with economic dispatch of generation unlikely to be justified in the NWIS for the foreseeable future. The ISO needs to be provided with an ability to cover its NWIS-related administrative costs and the costs of any Market Services that it provides.

Design Element 25
With the recommended functions of the ISO in this document, the ISO will need to be regarded in the *Electricity Industry (Metering) Code 2012* as the equivalent of the Independent Market Operator/AEMO for the NWIS with similar rights, obligations and responsibilities. The ISO is not initially positioned as a Metering Services provider.

Design Element 26
The ISO will have sufficient powers to effectively enact its obligations and undertake its functions. The powers of the ISO will not extend to daily operational control of interconnected networks in NWIS unless such control is transferred to the ISO by agreement.

Design Element 27
The ISO will be a stand-alone entity, with the proposed functions undertaken by AEMO as an extension of its current Western Australian operations, noting that it may choose to contract with other network service providers for provision of some services.

Design Element 28
The ISO’s annual revenue and capital expenditure forecast will be independently approved by the ERA.

Design Element 29
The ISO capital and operating costs will be recovered from market participants.

Design Element 30
The ISO will be governed by the AEMO Board on the basis that AEMO undertakes the ISO role for the NWIS. Its charter will be established with the involvement of key stakeholders.

Design Element 31
The ISO surveillance functions will be provided to the ISO governing body by the ERA.

Design Element 32
Changes to the NWIS Rules will be a service provided to the ISO governing body by the ERA.
Design Element 33
The ISO will have coverage of the entire NWIS Interconnected System, with powers limited to those necessary to undertake its assigned functions consistent with the design objective.

For the avoidance of doubt, the ISO will not have powers to interfere with the efficient operations of networks, other than to protect the security and reliability of the NWIS and these powers do not necessarily require direct control of all network elements.

Any changes to the powers of the ISO will be subject to rigorous analysis with stakeholder input to ensure that there is a material net benefit of any proposed changes.

Design Element 34
The ISO will have the same immunity from damages claims as AEMO has for its operations in the SWIS.

Design Element 35
Transitioning to the new ISO will allow timelines that permit the ISO and participants to efficiently meet new obligations and functions and for stakeholder participation in the development of the various design elements.
The table below outlines indicative requirements for the publication of information by covered networks under the proposed light handed access regime.

### Table 2: Indicative requirements for the publication of information by network service providers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service and access information</td>
<td>Network information:</td>
<td>No later than 20 business days after the application date for the covered network. Updated network information must be published within 20 business days after there is a change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Classification of network (Transmission or Distribution)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Schematic maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Technical constraints</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Relevant policies (e.g. connection, metering)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network service information:</td>
<td>No later than 20 business days after the application date for the covered network. Updated network service information must be published within 20 business days after a new network service is added or an existing network service changes or is withdrawn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- A description of the service and any locational limitations on availability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The priority ranking of the service in relation to the other network services including when scheduling and in the event of curtailment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service usage information:</td>
<td>Each month after the application date for the covered network, by the last business day of the month for the prior month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Monthly usage (kWh) and peak demand (MW)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service availability information:</td>
<td>Each month after the application date for the covered network, by the last business day of the month for the next 36 or 12 months as applicable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- An outlook of the capacity of the network for sale for each month in the following 36-month period;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Information about matters expected to affect the capacity of the network (including any planned expansions of the capacity) for each month in the following 12-month period</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing terms</td>
<td>Standing terms includes the network service provider’s standard terms and conditions applicable to the network service.</td>
<td>No later than 20 business days after the application date for the covered network. Updated standing terms must be published within 20 business days after a new network service is added or an existing network service changes or is withdrawn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial information</td>
<td>Financial information must:</td>
<td>Annually no later than four months after the end of the financial year of the network service provider for the covered network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Be in the form and contain the information specified in the financial reporting guidelines (to be developed); and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing information</td>
<td>Be certified in the manner provided for in the financial reporting guidelines.</td>
<td>To be developed within 3 months of coverage and updated annually. To be available on the network service provider’s website at all times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Tariffs methodology to be developed by the network service provider having regard to the pricing principles.</td>
<td>Reference Tariffs, being Access Tariffs provided to any party will be deemed Reference Tariffs, and required to be offered to any other party</td>
<td>To be published no later than 20 business days after Access Tariffs are offered to any party requesting them and thereafter, to be available on the network service provider’s website at all times.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C : Negotiation framework

In order to facilitate timely access to a covered network, it is proposed that a negotiation framework be developed covering the following items or activities that should be undertaken by network service providers and or prospective users as part of the process for seeking access:

- User Access Guideline;
- Access Requests;
- Access Offers; and
- Negotiation.

The above items and activities are detailed below.

C.1 User Access Guide

Consistent with the access framework for non-scheme pipelines under the National Gas Rules, it is proposed that a covered network must develop, maintain and publish in a publicly accessible part of its website a user access guide that contains the following types of information for each of its covered networks:

- identify the network service provider for the covered network and, where there is more than one service provider for the covered network, identify the network service provider responsible for dealing with preliminary enquiries and access requests;
- set out the contact details for an officer of the network service provider to whom preliminary enquiries and access requests can be sent;
- describe the process for making an access request, the information to be included with the access request and response times;
- describe the arrangements for undertaking further investigations;
- explain how the network service provider will deal with and use any confidential information exchanged between the service provider and the prospective user;
- describe the process for preparing an access offer and for requesting negotiations in relation to an access offer;
- include a statement of the obligation to negotiate in good faith and the right to refer an access dispute to arbitration; and
- describe the arrangements for the exchange of information during negotiations.

It is proposed that the network service provider for a covered network must publish the user access guide for the covered network no later than 20 business days after the application date for the covered network.

The information to be included with the access request specified in a user access guide must be no more than is reasonably required to enable the network service provider to make an access offer.
C.2 Access requests

A prospective user may request the network service provider for a covered network to provide access to a network service according to the following proposed requirements.

- A prospective user may make a preliminary enquiry before making an access request. A network service provider must:
  - not require a prospective user to make a preliminary enquiry before making an access request; and
  - if requested by the prospective user, carry out further investigations on the basis of the preliminary enquiry and before the prospective user makes an access request.

- An access request must be in writing and must include the information reasonably required to be provided by the prospective user for the network service provider to prepare an access offer in relation to the access sought or to determine whether the service provider needs to undertake further investigations in relation to the access request.

- If an access request is incomplete, the network service provider must notify the prospective user within 5 business days after the access request is received, specifying the information required to complete the access request.

- The network service provider must notify the prospective user if the service provider needs to undertake further investigations in relation to the prospective user’s access request. The notice must be given within 10 business days after receipt of the access request or, if applicable, after receipt of the further information requested.

- A network service provider must:
  - only undertake further investigations in relation to an access request when and to the extent reasonably necessary; and
  - carry out further investigations expeditiously.

- A network service provider and a prospective user must negotiate in good faith about the terms and conditions on which further investigations will be carried out, including the basis for determining reasonable costs of the further investigations to be paid by the prospective user and any reasonable extension to the time period to enable the further investigations to be completed.

- A prospective user may amend the details of the access sought in an access request with the consent of the network service provider. The network service provider must not unreasonably withhold its consent and may give its consent subject to reaching agreement on a reasonable extension to the period for making an access offer.

C.3 Access offers

It is proposed that the network service provider for a covered network in receipt of an access request must prepare and make an access offer that complies with relevant rules and within the period determined as discussed below.

The period for making an access offer ends at the time agreed by the prospective user and the network service provider or if no time is agreed between them:
• 20 business days after receiving the access request or if applicable, the further information requested; and

• if the network service provider is required to carry out further investigations in relation to the access request, 60 business days after receiving the access request or if applicable, after receiving the further information requested.

An access offer is to:

• set out the price and other terms and conditions on which the network service provider offers to make the network service or services requested in the access request available to the prospective user;

• contain the details of any works to be undertaken by the network service provider and prospective user and any applicable technical and performance specifications; and

• be in a form capable of acceptance by the prospective user so as to constitute a new access contract or form part of an existing access contract.

A network service provider is not required to make an access offer in relation to a network service if:

• the access request has been withdrawn;

• the network service provider has concluded that it is not technically feasible or consistent with the safe and reliable operation of the network to provide the network service requested by the prospective user, having used all reasonable efforts to accommodate the reasonable requirements of the prospective user; or

• the provision of the network service requested by the prospective user would require the extension of the network service provider’s covered network.

If a network service provider does not make an access offer for the reason specified above, the service provider must give the prospective user written reasons explaining why the requested network service cannot be provided.

C.4 Negotiations

A prospective user who has made an access request for a network service on a covered network may by notice to the network service provider request negotiations in relation to any aspect of access to a network service including:

• whether access can be granted; and

• the price and other terms and conditions of an access offer.

It is proposed that negotiations follow the below requirements.

• Each party to negotiations must seek to accommodate all reasonable requirements of the other party (or parties) to the negotiations regarding the timetable for negotiations.

• The parties to negotiations must use reasonable endeavours to identify any other person who may become a party to an access dispute relating to the network service the subject of the negotiations.
If an access request is for more than one network service, the prospective user may by notice to the network service provider require negotiations in relation to those network services take place as part of the same negotiation process.

A prospective user may at any time by notice to the network service provider bring negotiations to an end, whether or not the prospective user also refers or has referred a related access dispute to arbitration.

A party to negotiations must only use or reproduce confidential information of another party for the purpose for which it was disclosed and must not disclose the confidential information except in limited situations such as:

- to the arbitrator in the course of an arbitration;
- with the consent of the other party;
- to a professional or other adviser of the party who agrees with the party to maintain the confidentiality of the confidential information; or
- if the disclosure is in accordance with an order made or a subpoena issued by a court of competent jurisdiction.

In negotiations, each party to the negotiations must, in requesting or providing access negotiation information, do so in a manner and at a time consistent with the duty of the party to negotiate in good faith.

A prospective user who is party to negotiations may from time to time by notice request a network service provider who is party to the negotiations to provide access offer information in relation to any aspect of the matters being negotiated.

A network service provider given a notice in such circumstances must comply with the request within 15 business days of the notice or any longer period agreed by the prospective user.
Appendix D: Dispute resolution framework

D.1 Features of the dispute resolution framework

Under a “heavy-handed” regulatory framework, the majority of contentious issues, such as those relating to price, are determined on an ex ante basis by an economic regulator through a detailed and often lengthy access arrangement process. One of the features of the proposed light handed regulatory framework is the ability for well-informed parties to negotiate access in the context of having the ability to refer disputes to binding arbitration should negotiations fail to result in agreed terms and conditions.

The dispute resolution clauses set out in the National Gas Rules102 modified as appropriate by the recommendations of the GMRG are considered an appropriate framework for addressing disputes that may arise in the light handed third party access framework and address:

- access dispute notice;
- reference to arbitration;
- conduct of the parties;
- statements to be provided to arbitrator on appointment;
- matters that may be dealt with in a determination;
- interim and final access determinations;
- arbitration procedures;
- experts to be appointed by the arbitrator; and
- costs.

While not reproducing the relevant dispute resolution provisions in the National Gas Rules in their entirely, the following sections highlight some of the key features of the proposed dispute resolution framework.

D.2 Application of dispute resolution

Without limiting the matters that may be notified, it is proposed that an access dispute notice may be raised in relation to:

- a request for access to a network service under a new access contract;
- a request to add a new network service to an existing access contract;
- a request for a new access contract to take effect on the expiry of an existing access contract; and
- a request for a network service commencing after the expiry of the service term for the same service under an existing access contract.

102 National Gas Rules, Part 4, sections 563 to 581.
It is proposed that a dispute about a network service provided under an existing access contract certain matters should be excluded from reference to arbitration.

D.3 Access dispute notice
An access dispute notice is a notice under which a prospective user or a network service provider gives notice to the scheme administrator that an access dispute exists. It is proposed that an access dispute notice must be in writing and must state, amongst other things:

- The network service to which the access dispute notice relates and where applicable the access request and the access offer made in response to the request; and
- The matters (if any) on which agreement has been reached and the matters that are in dispute.

An access dispute notice:

- must be given to the other parties to the negotiations as soon as practicable after it is given to the scheme administrator; and
- must be accompanied by the fee (if any) set by the scheme administrator from time to time and specified on its website.

If an access dispute notice is given by a prospective user, the prospective user may withdraw the access dispute notice at any time before an arbitrator appointed to determine the dispute makes a final access determination.

If an access dispute notice is given by a network service provider, the service provider may only withdraw the access dispute notice if the other parties to the access dispute agree.

D.4 Reference to arbitration
To promote timely resolution to any dispute, it is proposed that the scheme administrator must refer an access dispute to arbitration no later than 15 business days after the receipt of the access dispute notice.

It is proposed that the scheme administrator must within 5 business days of receipt of an access dispute notice determine the parties to the access dispute and give a notice to each party to the access dispute in which the scheme administrator:

- identifies the parties to the access dispute; and
- invites the parties to the access dispute to give the scheme administrator within 10 business days of the access dispute notice being given written submissions as to which (if any) of the pool arbitrators should be disqualified from appointment, with reasons.

It is proposed that the scheme administrator must either act as the arbitrator or refer the access dispute (with the access dispute notice) to an arbitrator in the pool within 15 business days after the receipt of the access dispute notice and notify the parties to the access dispute of the referral.

The scheme administrator's selection of a pool arbitrator to determine an access dispute is final and binding on the parties to the access dispute.
It is proposed that:

- an arbitrator is not liable for anything done or omitted to be done in good faith in his or her capacity as arbitrator; and
- an arbitrator may, before acting in relation to the access dispute, require each party to the access dispute (and any one of them) to execute a release and indemnity in favour of the arbitrator in relation to any loss, damage or liability that party may suffer or incur as a consequence of anything done or omitted to be done in good faith in his or her capacity as arbitrator.

**D.5 Effect of final access determination**

It is proposed that a final access determination takes effect from the later of the time specified in the access determination and the time it is communicated to the parties to the access dispute.

Importantly, it is proposed that a final access determination is binding on the parties to the access dispute.

**D.6 Scheme administrator**

To ensure the smooth operation of the negotiation framework as part of the third party access regime in the NWIS, it is proposed that a “scheme administrator” is appointed. The role of the scheme administrator would include:

- establishing a pool of arbitrators;
- publication of guides, including the covered arbitration guide;
- referring access disputes to arbitration and appointing the arbitrator;
- correcting errors in access determinations; and
- publishing information about access determinations.

The scheme administrator has the power to do all things necessary or convenient to be done for or in connection with the performance of its functions.

For context, the scheme administrator for non-scheme pipelines under the National Gas Law is the Australian Energy Regulator. Given its extensive understanding of the electricity supply sector in Western Australia, the ERA is the proposed the scheme administrator for the light handed third party access framework for the NWIS.

**D.7 Principles that the arbitrator must have regard to**

The following are proposed principles that the arbitrator must have regard to when determining access disputes, which are consistent with the outcomes of a workably competitive market:

- the principle that access to network services on a covered network must be on reasonable terms;
- the pricing principles (as discussed below); and
- the operational and technical requirements necessary for the safe and reliable operation of the network.
When making a final access determination, it is proposed that the arbitrator may also take the following matters into account:

- the legitimate business interests of the network service provider;
- the interests of all persons who have rights to use the network;
- the value to the network service provider of any extension or expansion of the network the cost of which is borne by another person; and
- the value to the network service provider of interconnections to the network the cost of which is borne by another person.